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Abstrat
The present theses disusses the development, tehnial design and realization as
well as the read-out eletronis of a detetion system for the identiation and
traking of low energy spetator protons.
With the knowledge of the four-momentum of suh spetator protons it will be
possible to use deuterium as an eetive neutron target. Previous measurements
with an early version of the detetion system have already shown that this method
works quite well to investigate for instane the ! or -meson prodution in proton-
neutron ollisions. Moreover, after the ompletion and installation of the polarized
internal target (PIT) at ANKE, it will be even possible to engage in that eld
with double polarized experiments. To inrease the luminosity the polarized target
is equipped with an extended target ell. The desribed detetion-system will
provide the vertex reonstrution for this extended interation region. In addition,
it will at as an independent beam polarimeter at ANKE.
The detetion system onsists of three layers of double-sided silion strip de-
tetors whih are arranged in a telesope struture and plaed inside the aelera-
tor vauum as lose as 2 m to the interation region. The modular design of the
eletronis and the support strutures for the detetors allows one to exhange
detetors and eletronis in a maximum exible way. In a minimum ongura-
tion the telesope is equipped with two detetors, a thin ( 69m) double-sided
Silion strip detetor as a rst layer and a very thik ( 5mm) double-sided
miro-strutured Lithium-drifted Silion detetor as a seond layer. With this
arrangement it is possible to trak and identify protons in a kineti energy range
from 2:5MeV to 25MeV. For deuterons this range for suh a telesope ong-
uration is from 4MeV to 34MeV.
The performane onerning the energy determination and traking is shown
based on data taken during a beam-time in November of 2003. With the existing
setup an energy resolution of 120 keV for the 69m thik rst detetion layer
ould be ahieved. The proton-deuteron separation was in the order of 3:8.
First results of the measurements of the analyzing powers A
y
and A
yy
for the
reation
~
dp ! dp as well as A
y
for the reations
~
dp ! (pp)n
Spetator
and
~
dp ! (np)p
Spetator
are presented to demonstrate the possible appliations of
the detetion-system.
i
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Zusammenfassung
Im Rahmen der vorliegenden Arbeit wurde ein Detektionssystem zur Identika-
tion und Spurrekonstruktion von niederenergetishen "Spektator"-Protonen ent-
wikelt. Die tehnishe Realisierung des Detektorsystems und der speziell dafur
entwikelten Ausleseelektronik wird im Folgenden dargestellt.
Unter Zuhilfenahme des Viererimpulses eines solhen Spektator-Protons ist
es moglih, Deuterium als eektives Neutronentarget zu nutzen. Dies konnte
bereits durh Messungen mit einer ersten Version des Detektors zur ! und 
Meson Produktion in Proton-Neutron Stoen gezeigt werden. Die Fertigstel-
lung und Installation des Polarisierten Internen Targets (PIT) an ANKE wird
es des weiteren ermoglihen, Messungen am Neutron mit polarisiertem Strahl
und Target durhzufuhren. Zur Erhohung der Luminositat ist das polarisierte
Target mit einer ausgedehnten Speiherzelle ausgestattet, was zudem bedeutet,
dass die Reaktionsvertizes entlang der Zelle verteilt sind und nur durh den hier
beshriebenen Detektor eindeutig rekonstruiert werden konnen. Auerdem kann
das Detektionssystem als unabhangiges Strahlpolarimeter genutzt werden.
Das Detektorsystem besteht aus drei doppelseitigen Silizium-Streifen-
Detektoren, die in einer Teleskopstruktur angeordnet sind und bis auf 2 m Ab-
stand zur Targetregion im Beshleunigervakuum plaziert werden. Durh den
modularen Aufbau der Elektronik und des Teleskops ist es moglih, Detektoren
und Ausleseelektronik abhangig von den Anforderungen auszutaushen. In einer
minimalen Konguration wird das Teleskop mit zwei Silizium-Detektoren ausge-
stattet sein. Als erste Lage dient ein dunner (69m) doppelseitiger Silizium-
Streifen-Detektor gefolgt von einem diken ( 5mm) Lithium gedrifteten
Silizium-Detektor. Diese Anordnung erlaubt die Identikation und Spur-
rekonstruktion von Protonen in einem Energiebereih von 2:5MeV bis 25MeV.
Fur Deuteronen wird ein Energiebereih von 4MeV bis 34MeV abgedekt.
Die Leistungsfahigkeit in Bezug auf die Energiemessung und Spurrekonstruk-
tion wird anhand von Daten, die wahrend einer Strahlzeit im November 2003
aufgezeihnet wurden, dargestellt. Fur die 69m dunne erste Detektorlage
konnte mit dem existierenden Teleskop eine Energieauosung von 120 keV er-
reiht werden. Die Qualitat der Proton-Deuteron Trennung lag hierbei bei 3:8.
Die ersten Ergebnisse fur die Messung der Analysierstarken A
y
und A
yy
fur
die Reaktion
~
dp ! dp sowie A
y
fur die Reaktionen
~
dp ! (pp)n
Spektator
und
~
dp ! (np)p
Spektator
werden im Folgenden prasentiert.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
A major part of the intended future physis program for the ANKE spetrometer [1℄ at
the ooler synhrotron COSY [2, 3, 4℄ of the Researh Centre Julih will onentrate on
experiments with polarized beams and targets with speial interest on proton-neutron
spin physis [5℄. Here, the detetion setup desribed in this work serves as a spetator
detetor whih allows the use of polarized and unpolarized deuterons as an eetive
neutron target. The polarized internal target PIT [6℄ of ANKE with an extended storage
ell in ombination with the polarized COSY beam will allow one to perform single and
double polarized measurements in proton and deuteron indued reations. Exploiting
suh an extended ell, requires however traking detetors plaed lose to the target
that provide the reation vertex on an event-by-event basis. In addition to that, the
polarization of deuteron beams at COSY is urrently determined by polarization export
of the measurements at low beam momenta. It would be desirable to also have an
independent beam polarimeter at the ANKE spetrometer and this will also be provided
by the traking devie desribed in this work.
All ativities within the proton-neutron spin physis program an also be seen as
rst important steps towards the Polarised Antiproton eXperiments (PAX) [7℄ at the
future Faility for Antiproton and Ion Researh FAIR [8℄ at GSI.
1.1 Physis Motivation
The deuteron, with a binding energy of roughly 2MeV ompared to the masses of its
onstituent nuleons of about 939MeV, is a very loosely bound objet. This beomes
also apparent from the diameter of the deuteron of roughly 4 fm [9℄ while the proton
and neutron have a diameter of only 1:3 fm. At typial COSY momenta of for instane
2GeV=, the DeBroglie wave length of a proton is
 =
h
p
=
4:136  10
 15
eV  s
2  10
9
eV=
 0:6 fm (1.1)
whih is below the diameter of the deuteron. This simple estimate indiates, that at
COSY energies it is possible to not only initiate the reations on the deuteron itself,
2 1.1 Physis Motivation
Figure 1.1: Simple sketh of the spe-
tator model. A beam pro-
ton impings on the the tar-
get neutron. The proton
within the deuteron beomes
the spetator whih has the
opposite momentum of the
neutron.
n
d
p
p
but to also probe its onstituent protons and neutrons.
A very naive sketh of the spetator model [10℄ is shown in gure 1.1 in whih a
beam proton impinges on the target deuteron and reats with the onstituent neutron
leaving the proton untouhed. By identifying the proton, preisely measure its energy
and diretion, its four-momentum
1
is known. With the knowledge of the spetator
four-momentum also the momentum of the neutron is known and it beomes possible
to tag the reation to the neutron and enable the use of deuterons as an eetive
neutron target. In a most general form suh reations an be expressed by
p + d ! X + p
spetator
(1.2)
in whih X are the partiles in the nal state and p
spetator
is the spetator proton.
In the spetator model, the neutron on whih the reation oured has the opposite
momentum of the deteted spetator proton, whih follows the Fermi momentum
distribution shown in gure 1.2(a). With this assumption equation 1.2 an be rewritten
as
p + n ! X (1.3)
with the four-momentum vetor of the target neutron being
n

= d

  p

spetator
(1.4)
From equation 1.4 it is apparent that the mass of the target neutron strongly depends
on the kineti energy of the deteted spetator proton. The eetive mass of the
target neutron is the given by
m
n
=
√
m
2
d
+m
2
p
  2m
d
(m
p
+ T
spetator
) (1.5)
in whih T
spetator
is the kineti energy of the spetator proton. With m
0
n
being the
neutron mass for T
spetator
= 0 equation 1.5 beomes
1
from here on, four-momentum vetors will be denoted by a supersript .
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Figure 1.2: (a) Fermi distribution of kineti energies of the nuleons within a deuteron. (b)
Mass of the target neutron as a funtion of kineti energy of the spetator proton.
The detetion threshold of the presented detetion system is indiated by arrows.
m
n
= m
0
n
√
1 
2m
d
(m
0
n
)
2
 T
spetator
(1.6)
with m
0
n
 937MeV. From equation 1.6 it is evident, that in the spetator model the
neutron in the initial state never has the mass of the free neutron. The neutron mass
as a funtion of the kineti energy of the spetator is shown in gure 1.2(b).
With the knowledge of the four-momentum of the spetator proton one an al-
ulate the enter-of-mass energy
p
s in the pn-system
p
s
pn
=
√(
p

beam
+ d

target
  p

spetator
)
2
(1.7)
on an event-by-event basis.
A speial ase of the reation shown in equation 1.3 is the meson prodution on
the neutron with a deuteron and one or several mesons in the nal state. In this ase
the exess energy Q is given by
Q =
p
s
pn
 
∑
k
m
k
(1.8)
in whih m
k
are the masses of the partiles in the nal state. By seleting the spetator
proton at ertain angles it is possible to san Q at xed beam energies. It is therefore
for instane possible to measure below and above the prodution threshold of a ertain
meson.
Previous measurements with a test version of the detetion setup [11℄ at ANKE
have shown that the desribed method may very well be used to investigate the meson
prodution in proton-neutron ollisions. A dediated test of this method has been
performed at a proton beam momentum of 1:2GeV= with the reation pn! d
0
[11℄.
4 1.2 Vertex Reonstrution
The total ross-setion of the reation pn ! d! has been determined in two Q bins
from 8 44MeV and 42 78MeV [12, 13℄, while the  prodution has been investigated
at beam momenta of 2:055GeV= and 2:095GeV= [14℄.
1.2 Vertex Reonstrution
Up to now all experiments at ANKE have been onduted with either heavy strip targets
or a hydrogen or deuterium luster jet target. In both ases the enter target region
is well dened by the geometry of the setup and has an extension of about 10mm. In
the analysis the enter of the region is used as a start point of the traks in the ANKE
detetion systems and is essential to the momentum reonstrution.
With the installation of the polarized internal target at ANKE the situation has,
however, beome more diÆult. The storage ell of the PIT is basially an about 40 m
long tube with a retangular shape with an edge length of 20mm, that is lled with
polarized protons or deuterons by the atomi beam soure ABS [15℄. The ABS an
produe beams with an intensity of up to 5  10
11
partiles per m
2
. Compared with
the luster target that has an intensity of 10
14
partiles per m
2
, the intensity of the
ABS is about 200 times smaller. Although measurements with the atomi beam are
possible, it is preferable to use an extended target storage ell to inrease the eetive
intensity and thus the luminosity by about a fator 100. This means that also the
reation verties are distributed non-uniformly over the full length of the ell along the
beam axis. Moreover with the storage ell being open on both ends, it is even possible
to have reations on the residual target gas at distanes of up to several meters up
and downstream from the storage ell. This has been shown from rst ell tests, in
whih the ount rate when the beam has been direted through the lled storage ell
has been ompared with the ount rate when the beam has been direted aside the
ell. The ount rate on the residual gas is only four times less than the one obtained
when the beam goes through the ell [16℄. Moreover, measurements at the eletron
ooler that is loated at a distane of 8m upstream from ANKE have shown residual
gas even there [17℄.
Under suh onditions, the existing ANKE traking detetors are not apable of
reonstruting the true vertex of a reation. Additional near target traking detetors,
whih should be as lose as possible to the storage ell, are required. Eah trak in
suh a vertex detetor denes a line on whih the vertex lies. In the energy range in
whih the traking detetor will be mostly used, the preision with whih one is able to
obtain this line is dominated by the angular straggling of the partiles in the detetor
and in the order of 1mm. With a seond trak in the same or additional detetors it
should be possible to determine the vertex in all three oordinates with a resolution of
1mm.
In setion 7.4 on page 95 a rst attempt to obtain a vertex in all three oordinates
is presented. There, a partile trak in the desribed traking telesope, whih is
only sensitive to the y and z-oordinates of the vertex, is interseted with a trak in
the ANKE forward detetion system (x) to obtain a vertex. It will be shown that the
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position resolution in the oordinate perpendiular to the beam (x), whih is determined
by the ANKE forward detetor, is only in the order of 9mm for this reonstrution
method. With the dimension of the used storage ell it is apparent that it is nearly
impossible to distinguish between hits of the beam on the wall of the ell and hits on
the atual target gas.
For maximum eÆieny the traking devies also need to provide a trigger signal
whih allows in oinidene with the trigger signal from the other ANKE detetion
systems the signiant redution of the number of bakground events originating from
outside the target ell (up and down-stream of the beam). Moreover, depending
on the investigated physis, the devie must be apable of generating triggers even
for minimum ionizing partiles. The self-triggering option is thus indispensable for
measurements that only involve these near target traking telesopes suh as the
beam polarization measurements.
1.3 Polarimetry
With the start of the single and double polarized experimental program at ANKE the
beam and target polarizations have to be measured. For the measurement of the
target polarization a dediated Lamb-shift polarimeter [18, 19℄ has been built and will
be installed underneath the target storage ell. For the determination of the beam
polarization the EDDA experiment [20, 21℄ and a dediated Low Energy Polarimeter
(LEP) [22, 23℄ are available. Both EDDA and the LEP however measure the beam
polarization on a CH
2
-foil target whih essentially heats the beam and deteriorates its
properties. Moreover, the EDDA polarimeter, whih is also apable of determining the
tensor polarization of a deuteron beam, is limited to beam intensities of < 10
9
partiles
in the ring. An independent and parasiti measurement of the beam polarization at
ANKE is therefore desirable. With the use of several traking telesopes, like the one
presented in this work, dediated oinidene triggers from these telesopes and a large
overage of the storage ell to the side and the forward diretion, it will be possible
to identify the polarimetry reations and determine the beam polarization without
disturbing any ongoing measurements.
With the data obtained during a beam-time in November of 2003 it was possible to
use a prototype of the desribed setup to extrat the analyzing powers for dp-elasti
and quasi-free pp and np elasti sattering. The results are shown in hapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Setup
The presented detetion system has been developed for the ANKE magneti spetrom-
eter at the COoler SYnhrotron COSY of the Researh Centre Julih. As an extension
of ANKE it will serve as a low energy spetator proton and vertex detetor as well as
an independent beam polarimeter.
In this hapter, COSY and the ANKE spetrometer are outlined. Later, an overview
of how a possible extensions of ANKE by near target traking detetors ould look like.
2.1 COSY
COSY is a so alled COoler SYnhrotron that provides unpolarized and transversely
polarized proton and deuteron beams in a momentum range from 300MeV= to
3:7GeV=. Eletron ooling is available up to a momentum of 600MeV= while for
high momentum beams in the range from 1:5GeV= to 3:7GeV= stohasti ooling
is possible. Figure 2.1 shows COSY and the injetor ylotron JULIC together with
some of the internal and external experiments. The polarized or unpolarized beam
partiles originating from a partile soure underneath the ylotron are injeted into
the ylotron where they are aelerated up to the COSY injetion energy of 45MeV.
From there the partiles are transported into COSY. Table 2.1 shows the maximum
and typially ahieved llings of the COSY ring and where appliable the maximum and
Beam Maximum Filling Typial Filling Maximum Typial
[partiles℄ [partiles℄ Polarization [%℄ Polarization [%℄
p 1:4  10
11
1:4  10
11
   
~p 1:0  10
10
1:0  10
10
85 70  80
d 1:3  10
11
1:3  10
11
   
~
d 6:0  10
9
6:0  10
9
75 70
Table 2.1: Maximum and typially ahieved llings (number of partiles stored in the ring) and
degrees of polarization of COSY for dierent beam types.
8 2.1 COSY
Figure 2.1: Floor plan of the COoler SYnhrotron COSY-Julih with some of the internal and
external experiments and the JULIC ylotron.
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Figure 2.2: Drawing of the ANKE spetrometer with its three magnets and the side (positive
and negative), forward and bakward detetion systems.
typial degrees of polarization for the dierent types of beams [24℄. For unpolarized
beams the maximum number of partiles in the ring is in the order of 1:3  1:4  10
11
.
The polarized beams have roughly 15 times less intensity for protons, and 20 times
less partiles for deuterons. The irulating beam an be used in internal experiments
suh as ANKE, WASA, COSY-11, PISA and EDDA, or extrated and delivered to the
external target loations (TOF, MOMO, GEM, NESSY and JESSICA).
2.2 ANKE Spetrometer
The ANKE spetrometer is loated at one of the internal target positions of COSY.
It onsists mainly of three dipole magnets (D1 - D3) that introdue a losed orbit
bump of the irulating beam. The use of three magnets and the fat that the main
spetrometer magnet D2 is movable perpendiular to the beam axis allows one to
vary the momentum range overed by the ANKE detetion systems independent on
10 2.3 Tra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tors for ANKE
Figure 2.3: Expanded view of the target region and the forward detetion system.
the beam energy. Figure 2.2 shows ANKE with its magnets D1, D2 and D3. The
detetion systems of ANKE omprise traking detetors and sintillator hodosopes in
forward diretion and both to the left (negatively harged reation produts) and to
the right (positive partiles) of the beam. In addition dediated range telesopes and
Cerenkov ounters are installed in order to identify rare events involving partiles suh
as the K
+
.
With the data obtained by the multi-wire proportional hambers and the sintillation
ounters a trak an be reonstruted bak to the vertex, whih in ase of a strip or
luster jet target is a xed point and well known. For an extended target suh as the
PIT the vertex has to be determined with the help of near-target traking detetors.
The trak information and the knowledge of the magneti eld in D2 an be used
to reonstrut the momentum of the partile. For the positive and negative side
detetors additional time of ight information is available that allows the distintion
between dierent types of partiles. An expanded view of the target and forward region
of ANKE is shown in gure 2.3. The traking telesope presented in this work is shown
at its mounting position in the target hamber.
2.3 Traking Detetors for ANKE
Figure 2.4 shows the artist view of a possible extension of the ANKE spetrometer
by near target traking detetors. Three layers of double-sided silion strip detetors,
arranged in a telesope struture, are plaed around the storage ell. In the gure,
four of those telesopes, two to eah side of the ell, are shown. The modular design
allows one to hange the plaement of these telesopes depending on the requirements
without having to redesign the whole detetion system. Moreover, the modular design
of the telesopes itself gives also the possibility to hange the detetor onguration
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Silicon Tracking Telescopes
Storage Cell
Figure 2.4: Artist view of a possible arrangement of four silion traking telesopes around the
ANKE storage ell.
within a telesope. For the beam polarimetry for instane, one would plae additional
telesopes in the forward diretion of the storage ell in order to identify the ejetiles
of the hosen polarimetry reation solely in the telesopes.
In the following hapters, the design of one telesope, its dediated read-out ele-
tronis and the energy measurement and traking are desribed. The work onludes
with the rst results obtained from data taken with one telesope, and an outlook on
the possible improvements of the detetion system.
12 2.3 Traking Dete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Chapter 3
Silion Traking Telesope
The requirements of having partile identiation together with a preise energy de-
termination and traking with a vertex resolution of 1mm suggests the use of several
layers of double-sided silion detetors installed inside the aelerator vauum and ar-
ranged in a telesope struture. In general, the Silion Traking Telesope has to
provide
 partile identiation for protons and deuterons
Protons and deuterons have to be identied via the E=E-method over an energy
range from 2:5MeV to  40MeV with a resolution of 150  250 keV.
 traking of partiles
Traking of partiles must be provided with an angular resolution in the range
from 1
Æ
to 6
Æ
(FWHM). For stopped protons and deuterons the resolution
depends on the angular straggling and therefore the partile energy while for
minimum ionizing partiles the resolution is determined by the strip pith of the
used detetors and the distane between them.
 a trigger signal within 100ns of the partile passage
This allows one to use the detetion system stand-alone and to set timing oin-
idenes with other ANKE detetor omponents. The self-triggering apabilities
of the telesope are essential for the polarimetry studies, where two or more
telesopes will be plaed lose to the side and the forward diretion of the target
and used to identify the polarimetry reation. Moreover, the trigger signal in o-
inidene with the triggers from other ANKE detetion system will signiantly
redue the amount of bakground events.
 maximum possible modularity
Depending on the eld of operation and the range of kineti energy the telesope
has to over, it is desirable to have a modular system that allows an easy exhange
of detetors and eletronis. In addition this will make the maintenane of the
telesope less diÆult.
14 3.1 Silion Detetors
To full these requirements, the telesope will be equipped with three layers of double-
sided silion detetors, a thin 69m rst layer, a 300m or 500m intermediate layer
and a thik ( 5mm) last layer. The detetion threshold is set by the thikness of the
rst layer. For a 69m detetor it is in the order of 2:5MeV for protons and 4MeV
for deuterons. Sine the partile has to be stopped in one of the rear detetion layers
to enable the E=E-method, the maximum energy for protons that an be identied
is then in the order of  32MeV. For deuterons it is  43MeV.
For the inner detetors of the telesope an eetive strip pith of  400m has
been hosen for optimized traking resolution while for the last layer the pith is
666m. For two low energy protons deteted in the same or dierent telesopes,
the vertex resolution is then about 1mm.
Due to a vauum break at the beginning of the data taking period the bonds
onneting the strips of the available 300m detetors to the read-out eletronis
were damaged. The data presented in this work have therefore been taken with just a
69m silion detetor and a 5:1mm Si(Li) detetor.
3.1 Silion Detetors
The silion detetors that are used in the traking telesope an be logially split into
two groups. For the inner two layers (69m to 500m) the pith of the detetors has
been hosen to be in the order of 400m in order to fulll the traking requirements.
In standard onguration, the outermost detetor ( 5mm) is used to stop partiles,
preisely measure their energy loss and validate the traks determined for the position
information from the two inner layers.
3.1.1 The BaBar IV Detetors
The BaBar IV detetor, whih will be used for the rst two layers of the traking
telesope, has been originally designed for the BaBar experiment [25, 26, 27℄ at the
SLAC PEP-II B fatory [28℄ by the British ompany Miron Ltd. [29℄. The size of
the ative area of this so alled BaBar IV detetor makes it however also suitable for
the telesope. In addition the reuse of already existing masks and prodution failities
makes the hoie of the BaBar IV detetor ost eÆient. To provide AC-oupling for
eah strip already on the detetor, an additional mask is vauum metallized onto both
sides. The detetor an be produed in thiknesses from 69m to 500m. On the
p-doped side the detetor has 1023 strips and on the N side it has 631 strips
1
, all of
whih are apaitively oupled to the bond pads that are used to onnet the strips to
the eletronis.
To inrease the eetive strip pith to about 400m a rather ompliated onne-
tion sheme is required. Figure 3.1(a) shows this sheme for the P side of the BaBar
1
Positive harge signals are obtained from the p-doped side of a silion detetor, whereas negative
harge signals are obtained from the n-doped side [30℄. From here on, when referring to polarities,
always the signal polarity is meant and not the doping of the detetor.
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16 3.1 Silion Detetors
Kapton foils
ceramic frame
BBIV detector
front-end
electronics
Figure 3.2: Photograph of the BaBar IV detetor in its erami frame on top of stak of two
front-end eletronis boards. The detetor is onneted to the eletronis via the
Kapton foils.
IV detetor. On the detetor the strips are ombined to groups of four strips with the
rst group onsisting of three strips. On the Kapton [31℄ foil that is used to onnet
the detetor to the front-end eletronis these 256 groups are again ombined to 128
segments by bonding two groups to one segment on the Kapton foil. On the N side of
the detetor the strips are ombined in groups of two strips with the rst strip being a
single group resulting in 316 groups of strips. On the Kapton foil the rst 10 groups
are ombined to the rst segment, followed by 149 segments made up of two groups.
The last segment (151) is a ombination of the last 8 groups (309 through 316). The
detailed sheme is shown in gure 3.1(b). A piture of the BaBar IV detetor in its
erami frame is shown in gure 3.2.
3.1.2 The thik Lithium drifted Detetor
The thik Lithium drifted Silion detetor (Si(Li))
2
is a development of the detetor
laboratory of the Nulear Physis Institute (IKP) of the Researh Centre Julih (FZJ).
The available detetor has a thikness of approximately 5:1mm, 64 by 64mm ative
area and 96 strips on both detetor sides with a pith of 666m [32℄. Figure 3.3 shows
2
On the Lithium side of a Si(Li) detetor negative harge signals are obtained, while the positive
harge is olleted on the Boron implanted side.
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Figure 3.3: Geometry and onnetion sheme for both sides of the Lithium drifted Silion Si(Li)
detetor.
the layout of one side of the detetor. Compared to the thin BaBar IV detetor the
onnetion of the 96 strips to the inputs of the front-end board is straight forward and
also shown in the gure. Although the voltage to ahieve full depletion of the detetor
is in the order of 300V, bias voltages of up to 1 kV are preferable to minimize the
harge olletion time. Even with the large input range of the front-end amplier hips
an in-vauum apaitive divider board is neessary to math the detetor signal to the
input range of the eletronis. In addition the board deouples the signals from the
high voltage side of the detetor. Figure 3.4 displays a piture of the Aluminum frame
holding the thik detetor. The detetor is xed to the frame by holding brakets
made of Vespel.
Reent investigations at the detetor laboratory have shown that the Si(Li) de-
tetors an be produed with thiknesses of 10mm and more [33℄. The use of these
detetors as a last detetion layer in the traking telesope extends the range of oper-
ation to 46MeV for protons and 62MeV for deuterons.
3.2 Front-end Eletronis
With the maximum number of hannels for a single detetor side of 151 and a total
number of 471 hannels for a telesope equipped with one BaBar IV and one Si(Li)
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Kapton 
flat cableAluminum frame
Si(Li) detectorholding brackets
Figure 3.4: Piture of the Si(Li) detetor mounted in an aluminum frame.
detetor it beomes apparent, that an integrated read-out system is required to min-
imize the number of vauum feed-throughs and the number of ampliers. For this
purpose a vauum ompatible front-end board has been developed. On the input side
it is equipped with three 51 pin Hirose onnetors [34℄. Two of the 153 possible inputs
are used for the bias and ground onnetion leaving 151 inputs that may be onneted
to the strips or segments of a detetor.
To meet the requirement of having a single type of eletronis board handle the
signals from a variety of detetors ranging from 4MeV for protons in a 69m Silion
detetor to about 40MeV for deuterons in a 5mm thik Si(Li) detetor together
with a low trigger threshold of 100 keV, the VA32TA2 [35℄ front-end hip has been
developed together with the Norwegian ompany IDE AS. The hip is an enhanement
of the VA32HDR [36, 30, 37℄ preamplier hip and the TA32g [38, 30, 37℄ trigger
hip ombined on a single die whih eliminates the bond onnetions between the two
hips. A blok sheme of the VA32TA2 is shown in gure 3.5. A photograph of the
front-end board equipped with ve hips is shown in gure 3.6.
The VA32TA2 has 32 idential hannels whih an be logially split into an am-
plitude and a trigger part. A harge signal provided on the input pad of a hannel is
amplied in the preamplier stage. After the preamplier the signal is split into two
branhes, an amplitude part and a trigger part.
In the slow branh, the amplitude part of the hip, the signal is fed to the slow
shaper. One a readout yle is started by applying the "hold" signal (time line D in
gure 3.7), the output of eah of the 32 slow shapers is stored in the sample and hold
faility. With both the "shift in" (time line E) and the "lk" (time line F) signal ative
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Figure 3.5: Blok sheme of the VA32TA2 front-end amplier hip.
90 mm
VA32TA2 chips
input connectors
output connector
90 mm
Figure 3.6: Piture of the in-vauum front-end eletronis board showing the three input on-
netors, the ve VA32TA2 front-end hips as well as the output onnetor.
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Die size 6300m x 3310m
Channels 32
Power Supply 2V
Power Dissipation 96mW (3mW=hannel) (quiesent)
Linear Range 139MIPs (1MIP = 3:6 fC)
Peaking Time VA 2s
TA 75 ns
Gain  0:8mV=fC
Noise 710 + 3 eletrons=pF
Table 3.1: Summary of the features and speiations of the VA32TA2 front-end amplier
hip.
one bit is inserted into the read-out register whih swithes the rst hannel of the
output multiplexer to the output bond pads. By loking the "lk" ontrol signal the
bit is moved through the register swithing the hannels step by step to the output.
Aording to the speiations, the maximum lok frequeny is 10MHz, although
only 5MHz have been onrmed by the measurements. Eah hannel is therefore for
a minimum time of 100 ns
3
applied to the output of the hip. The output of the shift
register is in addition provided on a "shift out" bond pad allowing to build a daisy-
hain of hips. Up to ten hips an be onneted to a daisy hain allowing a maximum
number of 320 inputs to be read out. To build a hain of hips, the ontrol signals
have to be provided to all hips simultaneously and the output of the shift register of
a hip has to be onneted to the "shift in" input of the next hip in the hain.
In the trigger part of the hip, the fast branh, the signal from the preamplier stage
is shaped with a peaking time of 75 ns. The output of this fast shaper is ompared
with a threshold giving the opportunity to obtain a trigger signal from the hip. The
individual threshold for eah hannel is made up of an external voltage, a per hip oset
voltage and a per hannel oset. Both the per hip and per hannel oset voltages
an be ontrolled by an additional slow ontrol shift register. It is also possible to mask
out ertain hannels from the trigger pattern. The shift register is ontrolled by two
signals similar to the ontrol lines of the read-out shift registers inside the amplitude
part of the hip. These signals are the "lk TA" and "shift in TA".
When used in a daisy hain it is likely that the average output level of the hips
varies over a wide range. In order to minimize that range eah hip has an additional
7 bit DAC that allows the shift of the average output level of eah hip individually.
The DAC is an extension of the slow ontrol shift register and is also ontrolled by
the "lk TA" and "shift in TA" signals. Table 3.1 summarizes the main features and
speiations of the VA32TA2 and gure 3.7 shows the timing diagram of a read-out
sequene.
Eah of the front-end boards is equipped with 5 VA32TA2 hips in a daisy hain. Sine
3
Throughout all the measurements a frequeny of 5MHz (200 ns ative phase) has been used.
22 3.3 Interfae
the board only allows the onnetion of 151 detetor segments, 9 of the 160 available
hip inputs are not used and left oating.
3.3 Interfae
A seond front-end board serves as an interfae between the in-vauum eletronis and
the data aquisition system. Its main purpose is to optially deouple the in-vauum
eletronis, whih might be on high voltage
4
, from the read-out eletronis. The board
reeives the digital slow ontrol and read-out signals via a ommon bus from the DAQ
and provides them to the VA32TA2 hips on the front-end boards. It is also equipped
with an eight hannel 12 bit DAC whih is used to generate the bias voltages for
the hips as well as the ommon threshold for one detetor side. In order to allow
individual trigger mask and voltage settings eah interfae board is addressable via the
ontrol bus. A seond stage adjustable amplier provides the amplitude signals as a
dierential signal on two LEMO onnetors. The trigger output of the hips an be
taken from a LEMO onnetor as well. In order to allow one to set an individual delay
between the trigger and the generation of the "hold" signal a voltage input is provided
on eah interfae board. It permits to add a preisely adjustable delay between the
inoming "hold" from the DAQ and the outgoing "hold" signal to the VA32TA2 hips.
A simplied onnetion sheme of the front-end eletronis is shown in gure 3.8.
3.4 Assembly
On the front-end side the whole detetion system is designed in suh a way that all
omponents of the telesope are mounted on a single CF160 ange. Inside the vauum
a stainless steel pole is used as support for both the detetors and the read-out boards.
At the end of the pole, where the detetor frames are mounted, speial positioning
holes have been drilled. The holes have a distane of 20mm to eah other and allow
the plaement of the detetors at dierent, but preisely reproduible positions. The
in-vauum eletronis boards are mounted behind the detetors. Eah board is shielded
by a opper plate to minimize distortions and is thermally onneted to a ooling head
via opper foils. The ooling is required sine the total power onsumption of the
eletronis for the telesope equipped with two detetors is about 1800mW and a
onstant temperature of the equipment is desirable for stable operation. In addition
ooling is required for the thik detetor beause the leakage urrent of the detetor
and thus its power onsumption inreases exponentially with temperature. This positive
feedbak would lead to severe damage of the detetor if used without ooling. For this
purpose opper foils have also been used to thermally onnet the frame of the thik
detetor to the ooling head. For temperature monitoring a Pt100 sensor has been
mounted on the mounting pole lose to the eletronis.
4
The front-end eletronis lies on the same potential as the onneted detetor side whih means
that for eah detetor one board is on high voltage.
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24 3.4 Assembly
flange
BaBar IV detectorSi(Li) detector
mounting pole
electronics
50 mm
Figure 3.9: Photograph of the telesope equipped with a 69m BaBar IV detetor and a thik
Si(Li) detetor. The eletronis is mounted behind the last detetion layer.
The eletronis feed-through have been realized by seven 50 pin Sub-D vauum
onnetors [39℄ whih are integrated into the ange. They allow the onnetion of
one front-end board to one Sub-D onnetor via a Kapton foil and a speial designed
vauum ompatible Kapton to Sub-D adapter. A piture of the ange mounted on
a holding devie is shown in gure 3.9. The seven onnetors allow an extension of
the telesope by an additional double-sided detetor leaving one onnetor in spare for
additional temperature monitoring of the eletronis and detetors.
Outside the vauum the interfae boards whih are also equipped with Sub-D on-
netors are simply plugged to the ange. A box made of opper sheet metal is plaed
around the interfae boards to shield them.
Figure 3.10 shows a sketh of the detetor positions for a telesope equipped with
three detetors in side and top-view. In the axis along the beam (z) the telesope
is shifted by 12:5mm with respet to the nominal target point whih is indiated by
a lled irle. The onguration shown in the drawing has been optimized for the
measurement of the reation pd ! d!p
sp
[40℄. Here the forward hemisphere of the
aeptane is used to detet pd-elasti events for luminosity determination and the
bakward hemisphere for the detetion of the slow spetator proton. By shifting the
whole setup bakwards, the aeptane for the spetator protons is inreased leaving
still some overage of the forward hemisphere. The overall overage in the horizontal
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Figure 3.10: Sketh of the detetor positions for a telesope equipped with three detetors in
side (a) and top (b) view.
angle is thus in a range from 75:6
Æ
to 116:4
Æ
. Although in the design of the telesope
it has been foreseen to position the detetors symmetri around the middle plane, a
shift of 2:5mm to negative y values has been measured and is visible in the side view of
the drawing. The reason for this is a bending of the mounting pole due to the weight
of the detetors, frames and the eletronis. The range in vertial angles overed by
the telesope is then between  21:8
Æ
and 19:4
Æ
.
As already mentioned before, all data presented in this work have been taken with
a telesope with just two detetors. In the used onguration, the thik detetor has
been installed at its nominal distane of 82:4mm to the beam, while the rst layer
(69m) has been moved to the position of the seond layer at 50mm.
With a telesope in full onguration with three detetors, the rst two thin layers
are mainly used for the traking of partiles, while the last layer with its large strip
pith is used to validate the trak and measure the energy of the partile. When only
using one thin and the thik Si(Li) detetor, the position information from the thik
detetor is diretly used in the trak determination. Even though the segments of the
thik detetor are 666m wide, the number of segments that ollet harge inreases
with the total energy deposit and is in the order of 5 segments for the highest energy
deposits. As it will be shown in hapter 6, the position of the partile passage is then
alulated as the energy weighted enter of gravity over the segments olleting the
harge. It is however possible that partiles exit the detetor to the side of the thik
detetor whih essentially uts o parts of the distribution of olleted harge over the
segments leading to a shift in the alulated position. To overome this problem, the
segments loated at the edge of the detetor have not been onsidered in the analysis.
The regions whih have been negleted in the analysis are indiated by the shaded
areas in gure 3.10.
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3.5 Telesope Trigger
In standard onguration with three detetors, the trigger signal from the telesope is
the oinidene of the individual signals from the two sides of the intermediate 300m
or 500m detetor. The detetion threshold is thus the energy loss in the rst layer
plus the trigger threshold of the seond layer, sine the partile has to pass the rst
layer before it an even generate a trigger signal. For protons the detetion threshold
is then about 2:5MeV + 0:15MeV = 2:65MeV, for deuterons it is in the order of
4MeV + 0:15MeV = 4:15MeV.
Without the intermediate layer, the telesope trigger is the oinidene of the
trigger signals from both sides of the 69m detetor. With a trigger threshold of
about 150 keV and the fat that only partiles whih pass the rst detetor and deposit
enough energy in the seond layer an be onsidered in the trak determination, it is
apparent that the used trigger is not very eÆient. The reason for this is the fat that
partiles that are stopped in the rst detetor generate a trigger signal even though
those events an not be used in the analysis. However, the used trigger sheme is the
only possible sheme in this onguration sine the timing of the trigger signals from
the thik detetor strongly depends on the deposited energy, whih essentially disables
the use of these signals in a telesope oinidene and espeially in a oinidene
with other ANKE detetion systems. A detailed disussion of the used trigger sheme
follows in hapter 4.
Chapter 4
Data Aquisition
For one fully equipped telesope the number of read-out hannels is already 750. A
dediated read-out system based on ommerially available VME modules that also
ts into the ANKE DAQ [41, 42, 43℄ had to be developed. In order to meet the
requirement of an energy determination with a preision of better than 1%, speial
modes of operation have also been implemented. They allow the monitoring of the
pedestal as well as an individual alibration of eah hannel. Moreover, the used front-
end eletronis made it neessary to develop a speial trigger and dead-time logi.
In addition a lient side software framework has been developed for the DAQ sys-
tem that provides an easy to use interfae to all the onguration parameters of the
front-end boards and the VA32TA2 hips. It also allows one to swith the DAQ into
dierent operation modes and run automati diagnostis routines, whih is essential
when operating a detetion system with that amount of hannels.
4.1 Readout Eletronis
The read-out system is basially made up of a VME rate holding the digitalization
units and a PC running netBSD. The used interfae between the VME bus and the
PC is a SIS3100 VME to PCI interfae [44, 45℄ with a one unit wide VME ontroller
and a single PCI ard. The onnetion between the ontroller and the PCI ard is
aomplished via an optial link. The key feature of the VME ontroller is an on-
board digital signal proessor (DSP) whih allows the read-out of the VME units into
an internal buer without any traÆ over the optial link. The advantage of this
ontroller based read-out is that the modules an be read out with their maximum
speed without the neessity of VME alls from the PC. One eah module has been
read out and the buer is lled a fast DMA transfer is initialized to opy the data in
the buer of the ontroller to the PC memory. When the buer in the netBSD PC [46℄
is full, the buered events are transfered via fast Ethernet to a so alled Event-builder
that manages the inoming event pakages from all the ANKE read-out systems and
distributes the data to the permanent data storage and online analysis workstations.
A read-out yle is initiated by a trigger signal on one of the four inputs of a PCI
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VME Read-Out
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Figure 4.1: Simplied sheme of the telesope data aquisition system. The front-end ele-
tronis is onneted to a VME ontrol unit via a at able bus. The analog signals
are digitized by VME ADCs. A detailed onnetion sheme of the VME part of
the DAQ system is given in gure 4.2. The telesope trigger logi is desribed in
setion 4.5.
synhronization unit [47℄ whih is also plaed inside the PC. One an inoming trigger
is aepted by the synhronization unit it swithes into a busy state and generates a
signal on an output onnetor whih is used to start the read-out sequene. When
the read-out is ompleted, the synhronization unit leaves the busy state and aepts
further inoming triggers. A sheme of the traking telesope read-out system is shown
in 4.1. The blok-sheme of the VME part of the DAQ system is displayed in gure 4.2
with a detailed desription following in the next setions.
4.1.1 Control
The key omponent of the read-out system for the traking telesope is a 16 hannel
programmable lok pattern generator. This VME sequener, a VPG517 [48℄ produed
by Kramert GmbH, is used to generate all digital ontrol signals for the read-out
sequene as well as the slow ontrol setup of the hips and the interfae boards. The
maximum lok frequeny is 25MHz and an be programmed to be either from an
external soure or from the VME bus lok with the option of a dividing fator. Its 16
outputs are available on a at able onnetor on the front panel with the rst four
hannels being also available on LEMO onnetors. Besides allowing a read-out with
the maximum possible frequeny of 5MHz
1
, the high maximum lok frequeny of the
sequener gives the opportunity to shift ontrol signals relative to eah other in steps
1
Although the hips allow 10MHz as the maximum read-out frequeny, the ADC with 5MHz
maximum onversion frequeny is the limiting fator.
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30 4.1 Readout Eletronis
# Name Desription Time
line
0 VETO a opy of the "HOLD" signal D
(taken from front panel LEMO onnetor)
1 A3 address lines for slow ontrol setup
2 A2 of the hips and the bias voltage DACs
3 A1
4 A0
5 SHIFT IN TA shift in signal for the slow ontrol shift register
6 CLK TA lok signal for the slow ontrol shift register
7 TEST ON swithes the front-end hips into test mode
and selets the DACs on the interfae board
for slow ontrol set up.
8 CLEAR lears the ADCs
9 TEST PULSE sends a test harge to the front-end hips
10 SHIFT IN shift in signal for the read-out shift register E
11 CLK lok signal for the read-out shift register F
12 DRESET reset signal for the front-end hips
13 CONV onversion signal for the ADC
14 HOLD signal to freeze the urrent VA amplitudes D
Table 4.1: Summary of digital ontrol signal provided by the VME ontrol unit.
of 40 ns. Smaller steps have to be aomplished by additional able delays. Table 4.1
desribes the digital ontrol signals.
4.1.2 ADC
The dierential analog signals from the hips are digitized by CAEN V550 [49℄ C-RAMS
modules. The V550 is a single slot wide VME ADC module that has been speially
designed for the read-out of multiplexed analog signals. Eah module houses two sep-
arate 10 bit ADC hannels whih are multiplexed to allow the digitalization of up to
2016 segments per input. A pedestal and threshold memory is provided for every han-
nel, whih gives the possibility to have a zero suppression done by the module. Both
the pedestal and threshold values an be set with an auray of 12 bit
2
. The maxi-
mum onversion rate is 5MHz whih orresponds to a onversion time of 200 ns. The
digitized analog value, if above threshold, is together with the strip number and status
information stored in a 32 bit wide and 2047 word deep FIFO that an be aessed via
the VME-Bus. Although only two ADC units are displayed in the onnetion sheme in
2
The reason for the 12 bit pedestal and threshold memory is the fat that the 10 bit V550 ADC is
upgradeable to a 12 bit version.
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gure 4.2 the DAQ system is designed to be easily extendible by a user-dened number
of ADC units.
4.1.3 Saler
For ount rate monitoring and an o-line dead-time orretion a 32 hannel SIS3800
VME saler unit [50℄ has also been integrated into the read-out system. Table 4.2
gives an overview of the ounted signals. Due to the fat that the trigger part of
the VA32TA2 front-end hips generated random triggers during the period of loking
(time lines F, H and I in gure 3.7) the saling for the "DTbyShaper" and telesope
trigger signals needs to be bloked during that time by the "VETO" signal. The ative
time of the "VETO" signal is however measured (DTbyVPG) and allows together with
the referene lok (TRef) an extrapolation of the measured "DTbyShaper" and trig-
ger ounts to the real numbers. The atual ounts for the trigger and "DTbyShaper"
are essential for a dead-time orretion whih is desribed in detail in setion 4.6.
Name Desription Time
line
DTbyShaper 10MHz referene lok representing
the dead time introdued by trigger signal shaping C
(ounting bloked by VETO signal)
T1 ... trigger signals from telesope trigger logi
(ounting bloked by VETO signal)
DTbyVPG 10MHz referene lok L
(ounting enabled by VETO signal)
TRef 10MHz referene lok K
Table 4.2: Overview of the signals ounted by the dediated VME saler unit.
4.1.4 I/O Register
One drawbak of the used sequener is the fat, that only one programmed sequene
an run at a time. This means that the DAQ has to be stopped in a dened state in
order to perform the slow ontrol setup and vie versa. To ensure stable operation a
CAEN V513 VME digital I/O unit [51℄ has been introdue to the DAQ system. The
unit allows to blok ertain signals and therefore to swith the read-out system into
dierent modes of operation. Table 4.3 desribes how the output hannels are used.
4.2 DAQ modes
To ensure the performane of the silion traking telesope and for ommissioning
and maintenane purposes the developed DAQ system may be swithed into dierent
32 4.2 DAQ modes
Bit Name Desription
0 EN TRG enables the trigger signal to reah the synhronization unit
1 EN FOR enables the aepted trigger signal to reah the
"FORCE" input of the ontrol unit
2 EN PED swithes a 10 kHz signal to the input
of the synhronization unit
3 EN CAL swithes a 100Hz signal to the "WAIT"
input of the ontrol unit
Table 4.3: Desription of the I/O register bits used to ontrol the DAQ operation mode.
Operation Mode EN TRG EN FOR EN PED EN CAL
Data taking 1 1 0 0
Pedestal 0 1 1 0
Calibration 1 1 0 1
Slow ontrol 0 0 0 0
Table 4.4: Summary of the I/O register bit pattern setting for the dierent DAQ operation
modes.
modes of operation. This is ahieved via the VME I/O register desribed in the previous
setion. Table 4.4 summarizes the implemented modes. It is obvious that the "data
taking" mode is the most important one. However in hapter 5, that is onerned with
energy measurement, it will be shown how important the alibration and the monitoring
of the pedestals is for a preise energy determination and thus the performane of the
detetion system.
4.2.1 Data taking mode
A physial trigger is either aepted or rejeted by the synhronization unit (time
line A in gure 3.7). The aepted trigger (B) is available on the output of the
synhronization unit and onneted to the "FORCE" input of the VPG517. It is used
to start the programmed read-out sequene in the VPG517 ontrol module. The
running sequene generates all the neessary ontrol signals for the read-out of the
front-end hips (D, E and F) as well as the onversion signal for the ADC ("CONV").
It is available on a LEMO onnetor on the front panel of the repeater board. A opy
of the hold signal is taken from the front panel of the VPG517 and is used to delay
the read-out of the VME digitalization modules by the DSP in the VME ontroller.
At the end of the read-out yle, when the hold signal and its opy beome inative
and all modules have been lled, the VME ontroller triggers the DSP read-out of the
modules. On aeptane of the trigger the synhronization unit has already triggered
a software routine via an interrupt. One the data is proessed by the software the
synhronization unit leaves its busy state and aepts new inoming trigger signals.
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4.2.2 Pedestal mode
Espeially when running with zero suppression in the ADCs it is essential to monitor the
behavior of the pedestals. For this purpose the "pedestal" mode has been implemented
into the DAQ system. In pedestal mode a 10 kHz generator signal is fed to the input of
the synhronization unit. The inoming physial triggers are bloked from the trigger
input in order not to distort the pedestal measurement. Besides the rare ase, when the
onstant frequeny trigger ours in oinidene with a physial trigger, the measured
data for a strip orresponds to the pedestal of this hannel sine no energy has been
deposited in that strip by a partile passing through the detetor.
4.2.3 Calibration mode
A orret energy alibration of the setup requires that the alibration has been per-
formed under the same experimental onditions as the data taking with the telesope.
In "alibration" mode a seond sequene is stored in the VPG517 in parallel to the
regular read-out sequene. A 100Hz generator signal is fed to the "WAIT" input of the
VPG517. When the signal arrives, the seond sequene is triggered whih generates a
test pulse. At the end of the sequene the ontrol unit sleeps in an endless loop and
waits for a trigger from the front-end hips. The signal path for the trigger is the same
as for regular data taking whih ensures similar experimental onditions when running
in alibration mode. Typial alibration spetra are shown in hapter 5.
4.3 Integration into the ANKE DAQ
Eah of the ANKE detetion systems is equipped with a synhronization unit that is
interonneted via a ring bus. One of the synhronization units on the bus is the
master whih reeives the triggers, all other units are ongured as slaves. A trigger,
aepted by the master, is passed to the slaves on over the ring bus and starts the
read-out sequene in eah slave. When all slave systems have nished the read-out
yle and proessed the data, the master synhronization unit is ready to aept new
inoming triggers. The read-out system of the traking telesope is equipped with
a master synhronization unit whih also allows the use of the setup either in stand
alone mode at ANKE or in the lab. In this onguration the synhronization ring
bus is basially a losed loop with only one unit. For the integration into ANKE the
existing synhronization ring is opened and the traking telesope synhronization unit,
ongured as a slave, is onneted to the ANKE synhronization ring. In addition the
trigger signals onneted to the inputs of the traking telesope synhronization unit
in stand alone operation have to be onneted to the inputs of the ANKE master
synhronization module.
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of times between two onseutive events for data taken with (a) and
without (b) zero suppression. Both plots represent an equal measurement time of
180 s.
4.4 Readout Performane
With an aepted trigger the read-out proedure for all ongured ANKE detetion
systems is started. For the traking telesope read-out eletronis the time of a full
read-out sequene strongly depends on the mode of operation. Figure 4.3 shows
the distribution of times between two onseutive events for data taken with (a) and
without (b) zero suppression. In both ases the displayed statistis represents a single
aelerator spill of 180 s duration. The edges on the left of eah plot orrespond to
the minimum time that is required to proess one event. For the data taken with zero
suppression the minimum time is 160s while it is 360s for the none zero suppressed
data and xed. This minimum time an be expressed by
t
readout
= t
front end
+ N
data
 t
transfer
(4.1)
in whih t
front end
is the time from the aeptane of the trigger to the start of
the data transfer from the VME digitalization modules to the DSP buer. It inludes
the delay between the trigger and the hold signal as well as the atual loking of
the front-end hips and was in the order of 140s. N
data
represents the number of
data words that have been digitized, without zero suppression it is 471 while with zero
suppression it is between 30 and 55. t
transfer
is the average time for a single data
word transfer. Sine the DSP issues a blok transfer to opy the data from the VME
modules to its buer, t
transfer
also ontains the time to set up suh a blok transfer.
With t
transfer
being in the order of 450 ns the dierene in the minimum time required
for the read-out of a single event beomes obvious. Both histograms also show a bump
at approximately 550s whih orrespond to the average input trigger rate of roughly
1800 triggers per seond. The seond bump at 1:8ms without zero suppression and
at 1:6ms with zero suppression originates from the inreased time it takes to proess
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Figure 4.4: Connetion sheme of the telesope trigger logi.
the event when the data buered in the netBSD PC is transfered from the read-out
system to the Event-builder via Ethernet.
4.5 Trigger Sheme
The VA32TA2 front-end hips allow the traking telesope to generate a trigger for the
data aquisition. Due to the fat, that the front-end eletronis, with the hip settings
used during the data taking, produed after pulses for eah true trigger (time line B
in gure 3.7 on page 20) a dediated trigger and oinidene sheme had to be set
up. Figure 4.4 shows the trigger sheme for the traking telesope using the individual
triggers from both sides of the rst (69m) detetor. In order to remove the seondary
pulses the trigger signal is fed to a disriminator whih produes a single pulse with a
xed width of 1:8s. In ase of an after-pulse within this 1:8s window the output
pulse of the disriminator is prolongated by another 1:8s with respet to the seond
inoming double pulse. The seondary triggers and the prolongation of the pulse are
indiated by dotted lines in the gure. In a seond stage the leading edge of the
inverted signal from the disriminator is used by a dual timer unit to generate a single
pulse. The falling edge of the disriminator signal lears the dual timer and enables it
to generate new pulses. This means that new output pulses are only generated after
at least 1:8s. The shaped and original trigger signals from both sides of the detetor
are used by a four-fold oinidene unit to generate the nal telesope trigger. It
may be used diretly or in oinidene with the trigger from another ANKE detetion
system (i.e. the ANKE forward detetor [52, 53℄) to start the data aquisition. For
monitoring purposes the signals generated by the disriminators as well as the nal
triggers are ounted by the ANKE system salers. To measure the trigger dead-time
introdued by the disriminators a dediated saler unit has been implemented in the
telesope read-out system. The so alled "DTbyShaper" (dead-time by shaper) signal
is the oinidene of both disriminator outputs and a 10MHz referene lok whih
allows the determination of the introdued dead-time with a resolution of 100 ns (time
line C).
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4.6 Dead-Time orretion
As shown in the previous setions the data aquisition takes between 160s and 360s
to digitize and proess a single event. Any trigger arriving during that time is lost but
ounted in the ANKE system salers. For any physis analysis it is essential to orret
the observed ounts and rates for this dead-time via the following equation
N
real
= N
measured

t
m
t
m
  N
measured
 
(4.2)
in whih N
measured
is the measured trigger rate or ounts for a ertain reation
hannel, N
real
is the real rate or real number of ounts,  is the dead-time and t
m
is
the measurement time. In a simple dead-time orretion one would use the number of
aepted triggers and the total number of inoming trigger for a ertain trigger type
and alulate the dead-time as
 = t
m

N
real
  N
a
N
real
 N
a
(4.3)
where N
a
is the number of aepted triggers and N
real
is the number of triggers
ounted by the ANKE system salers. Due to the random triggers generated by the
telesope front-end hips during the read-out sequene the number of inoming triggers
for a trigger involving the traking telesope trigger is ontaminated and essentially
higher than the real number. With the information ounted by the dediated VME
saler it is possible to extrapolate to the real number of inoming triggers via the
following equation
N
real
= N
VME

t
m
t
m
  (t
DTbyVPG
+ t
DTbyShaper
)
(4.4)
In equation 4.4 N
VME
is the number of triggers ounted by the VME saler, t
m
is
the time of the measurement and t
DTbyVPG
is the time during whih the ounting by the
VME saler is bloked whereas t
DTbyShaper
is the time the telesope trigger sheme is
bloked and trigger generation is disabled. Figure 4.5 shows the typial distribution of
t
DTbyShaper
. Eah trigger arriving at the disriminator opens a 1:8s long time window
during whih the 10MHz referene lok is saled. In addition, the ounting is also
bloked during the read-out sequene while t
DTbyVPG
is only measured during the read-
out sequene. Hene t
DTbyShaper
and t
DTbyVPG
do not overlap and may be simply added
to form the full dead-time introdued by the trigger logi. The peaks in the histogram
at multiples of 1:8s orrespond to the number of windows between two onseutive
events. The tails to larger values are due to the possible prolongation of the window by
a seond inoming trigger. With eah aepted trigger also a 1:8s window is opened.
The peak on the far left of the histogram represents the delay between the aepted
trigger and the atual start of the read-out sequene when no additional windows
have been opened sine the previous aepted event. By analyzing the t
DTbyShaper
distribution it is possible to extrat the number of windows between two events. This
is espeially important for the dead-time orretion of a trigger that is the oinidene
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of the dead time introdued to the telesope trigger by the shaping
of the trigger signals from the individual detetor sides ("DTbyShaper"). Eah
peak orresponds to a 1:8s wide time window that is started by the inoming
trigger from the VATA hips. The tails to higher times originate from the possible
prolongation of the window. Analyzing the value for "DTbyShaper" on an event
by event basis allows to extrat the number of windows and hene the number of
oinidene opportunities between two events.
of the telesope trigger and the trigger of another ANKE detetion system. In ase of
the forward-telesope oinidene trigger, a 400 ns wide oinidene window is opened
with eah start of a "DTbyShaper" window. This means that the trigger sheme is
not bloked for the full 1:8s plus prolongation for eah "DTbyShaper" window but
only for 1:4s plus prolongation. Applying this modiation to equation 4.4 results in
an equation for the real number of inoming oinidene triggers (equation 4.5).
N
real
= N
VME

t
m
t
m
  (t
DTbyVPG
+ t
DTbyShaper
 N
w
 400 ns)
(4.5)
 =
N
VME
 t
m
  N
a
 ft
m
  (t
DTbyVPG
+ t
DTbyShaper
[ N
w
 400 ns℄)g
N
VME
 N
a
(4.6)
Combining equations 4.3 and 4.5 yields an equation (4.6) for the dead-time of
the read-out system for a trigger that involves the telesope trigger. In equations 4.5
and 4.6 N
w
represents the number of "DTbyShaper" windows. The modiation for
the oinidene trigger is indiated in squared brakets in equation 4.6.
Unfortunately only after the period of data taking a disrepany between the num-
ber of inoming triggers ounted by the ANKE system salers and the VME saler
had been disovered. In the data the number measured by the ANKE salers is about
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Figure 4.6: (a) ratios of the presaled trigger rate of the forward detetion system (Rate
Fd
) to
the forward - telesope oinidene trigger rate (Rate
Fd &Tel
) as a funtion of time
for six onseutive aelerator spills. As a referene the shaded histogram shows
the ratio of the presaled forward trigger to the forward trigger with an additional
ut on the energy loss in the forward hodosope (Rate
Fd int
). (b) development of
the average ratio of the presaled forward trigger to the oinidene trigger for
eah beam spin-mode.
5% less than the number given by the VME saler. However, due to the fat that
the ANKE saler ounts the ontaminated trigger signal, the number obtained by the
ANKE saler must be larger than the number measured by the VME saler. From the
available data it was not possible to speify the reason for this disrepany whih might
have been double pulses in the VME saler hannel or missed pulses in the ANKE saler
hannel.
Although the available data did not allow the determination of absolute values for
the dead-time, it was possible to perform a relative dead-time from aelerator spill to
aelerator spill. Figure 4.6(a) shows the time ow of the ratio of the presaled trigger
rate of the forward detetion system (rate
Fd
) to the rate of the forward - telesope
oinidene trigger (rate
Fd&Tel
) for six onseutive omplete aelerator spills. The
shaded histogram shows the ratio of rates for the presaled forward trigger to the
forward trigger with an additional ut on the energy loss in the forward sintillation
hodosope (rate
Fd int
) as a referene. The average utuation within one spill is in the
order of 14% for the ratio involving the telesope trigger and 11% for the referene plot
whih does not inlude the telesope trigger. The rather larger jumps in the ratio rate
Fd
to rate
Fd&Tel
from spill to spill are aused by the dierent beam polarization modes
for two onseutive spills. Figure 4.6(b) displays the average ratio of the presaled
forward trigger rate to the oinidene rate for eah of the available beam spin modes
for the omplete data set. For eah of the spin-modes the ratio is onstant over the
time of data taking. The jump at approximately spill 280 is aused by a hange in
the presaling fator for the forward trigger from 10 to 15. The jump in the graphs
reet this hange in the presaling fator. Both the fat that the ratio of rate
Fd
to
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rate
Fd&Tel
is onstant over the duration of a spill and that the average of this ratio
over one spill is onstant over the full data set allows to perform a relative dead-time
orretion from spill to spill even if N
VME
and the extrapolated number of inoming
triggers are not absolutely orret numbers. This is of speial importane for the
polarimetry investigations in whih one is only interested in relative ounts for the
dierent beam polarization states. Details on the polarization measurements are given
in hapter 7.
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Chapter 5
Energy Measurement
The main eld of appliation of the Silion Traking Telesope is to identify and
measure the energy of low energy spetator protons with a preision better than 1%.
Knowing the four-momentum of this spetator proton it is possible to identify a proton-
neutron reation and to also determine the four-momentum of the neutron in the initial
state on an event by event basis.
Speial attention has to be drawn to the onguration parameters of the front-
end eletronis and the read-out system in order to ahieve the desired preision.
In addition, the alibration oeÆients that map the ADC value to an energy loss
information have to be determined for eah individual read-out hannel.
Moreover, hanges in the working environment, suh as the temperature and the
low voltage power supply of the hips, result in an eet alled ommon-mode, whih
is a ommon shift of the base-line of the front-end eletronis that an be orreted
in an o-line analysis. Without orretion the shift would essentially lead to a false
measurement of the energy loss.
5.1 Tuning
The tuning of the read-out system for best performane an be logially split into two
independent parts. First the orret hip bias voltage and ontrol register settings
have to be found for the dierent front-end - detetor ombinations. In a later stage,
the DAQ has to be tuned whih basially means optimizing the timings of the digital
ontrol signals.
5.1.1 Chip tuning
In setion 3.2 it was demonstrated that the used front-end hip with its eight bias
voltages and the dierent possible ontrol register settings is on one side very exible
but also rather ompliated to setup for best performane. By swithing the front-
end hips into test mode and shifting one bit in both the test and read-out shift
registers to one of the hannels, this hannel beomes transparent. This means that
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Figure 5.1: (a) Pulse shape for test pulse amplitudes of 500 fC, 1000 fC and 1500 fC. (b) Pulse
shape for a test harge of 1500 fC with the "hold" signal applied at 0:8s, 1:2s,
1:6s, 2:0s and 3:2s after injeting the test harge.
a harge applied to the input of the seleted hannel is amplied by the slow shaper
of that hannel and diretly available on the output of the hip. After sending a test
pulse to this seleted hannel the pulse shape an be observed with an osillosope
or sampled by an ADC. Figure 5.1(a) shows the pulse shape for several dierent test
pulse amplitudes. The variation in peaking times (the time until the pulse has reahed
its peak amplitude) is of the order of 400 ns.
In an ideal ase the peaking time should not depend on the amplitude of the test
pulse. By setting the bias voltage of the front-end hips appropriately it is possible to
minimize this dependene. However, onneting a dierent detetor to the front-end
board or onneting the other side of a detetor may hange the optimum bias voltage
settings. Therefore the tuning of the hip parameters has to be repeated after suh
hanges.
5.1.2 Read-Out tuning
The tuning of the read-out system is mainly nding the orret timing for all the
digital ontrol signals. The timing of the hold signal is one of the most important
ones, sine it determines how well the peak amplitude of a signal is sampled by the
ADC. Figure 5.1(b) shows the pulse shape for a xed test pulse amplitude and a variety
of dierent hold delays. Goal of the tuning is to nd the hold delay in suh a way that
the hold signal is applied to the sample and hold faility of the hip when the analog
signal in the slow shaper has reahed its maximum. Sine the hold delay is xed by the
sequene running in the ontrol unit it beomes obvious, how important a minimum
peaking time variation and therefore the hip tuning is for a good performane of the
energy measurement. In pratie, the hold delay is adjusted by triggering the DAQ with
test-pulses of the most probable expeted amplitude and varying the hold delay with
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Figure 5.2: Output amplitude distribution of a front-end board with 5 hips. The plots in the
right olumn (b, d and f) show a sequene with a test pulse injeted into the third
hannel of the rst hip in the hain. Sub-gures  and d show a zoom onto the
rst hip and e and f display a zoom onto the region in whih the test pulse was
been applied.
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respet to the inoming trigger until a maximum hip response is reahed. Sine the
determined hold delay depends on the trigger delay, the time between the generation of
trigger in the front-end and the atual start of the DAQ, it is obvious that speial are
has to be taken in order to have equal trigger delays during tuning and data taking.
The seond delay that has to be tuned in the read-out system is the delay between
the lok and the onversion signal. Conseutive pulses to the "lk" input of the
front-end hips swith the output of the slow shaper to the output multiplexer. There
has to be a orresponding onversion signal to eah "lk" pulse in order to sample the
multiplexed data synhronously. A rough estimate for the delay between both signals
is the time the "lk" travels from the read-out ontrol unit generating the signals to
the front-end hips plus the time the analog signal travels bak to the ADC. Figure 5.2
shows the distribution of the output signals of a front-end board with ve hips. In
Figures 5.2(a) and (b) all ve hips are visible, () and (d) show a zoom onto the rst
hip and (e) and (f) display the rst 8 hannels of the rst hip. In the plots on the
right side (a, and e) also a test pulse has been introdued to the third hannel of the
rst hip. With a lok frequeny of 5MHz eah hannel is only for 200 ns available at
the input of the ADC. In addition to that, the settling time of the analog signal has to
be taken into aount. From 5.2(f) it is obvious that the full amplitude of the analog
signal is only available at the very end of the 200 ns ative time of eah hannel. For
best performane the onversion pulse has to be shifted to the end of this ative yle.
A trivial hek, whether the delay of the "onv" to the "lk" signal is set orretly, is
to look at the hannel adjaent to a hannel with a high amplitude test pulse beause
the settling time does not only apply to a rising signal but also to a falling one. If
the timing is set orretly the amplitude in the adjaent hannel must orrespond to
the pedestal of that hannel. In ase the "onv" signal is applied too early, a hannel
adjaent to a hannel with a test pulse will show some remaining amplitude of the test
pulse.
5.2 Calibration
One the front-end eletronis and the read-out system are tuned for a ertain experi-
mental setup, a alibration that maps the hip response in ADC hannels to an energy
loss of a partile passing through the detetor needs to be obtained. In pratie, the
alibration proedure is split into three stages. In the rst stage, the test-pulse apa-
bilities of the VA32TA2 hips is exploited to determine the response funtion of the
hips. In later steps real data is used to obtain an absolute energy alibration.
5.2.1 Test Pulse measurements
The VA hips test pulse apabilities allow one to alibrate eah VA hannel individually.
The test harge is generated by a voltage step over a test apaitane of 1 pF on the
front-end eletronis board whih is generated by one of the digital ontrol signals. The
amplitude of the voltage step is determined by one hannel of the DAC integrated on
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Figure 5.3: Typial test pulse histograms for positive (a) and negative (b) test harges. Sub-
gure  shows the hip response as a funtion of the applied test harge for both
positive and negative test harges.
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Figure 5.4: Distribution of the alibration oeÆient P
1
over one side.
the interfae board with an addition dividing fator of three. The applied test harge
is then given by
Q
test
=
1
3
1 pF  U
test
(5.1)
With the knowledge, that an energy deposit of 3:6 eV reates one eletron-hole
pair [54℄, the energy equivalent E
test
to the applied test harge an be expressed
by
E
test
= 1  10
 15

3:6 eV
1:602  10
 19
fC
Q
test
= 22:472
keV
fC
Q
test
(5.2)
Typial test pulse histograms are shown in gure 5.3. In the histograms the test pulse
peaks are 50 fC apart from eah other with 100 entries in eah peak. The peaks on
the far left of the histograms are the pedestals.
By measuring the hip response for several dierent test harges a preliminary
alibration is obtained. Figure 5.3() shows the test amplitudes in MeV as a funtion
of the hip response in ADC hannels for positive and negative amplitudes. A t
by a 4th degree polynomial to the test pulse plots results in a alibration funtion
for eah hannel. On the front-end board eah of the ve hips has its own test
apaitane whih means that the eetive test pulse amplitude may vary from hip
to hip due to prodution tolerane of the apaitane and the plaement of the
apaity on the printed iruit board. With the existing front-end board hip number
5 always shows lower test pulse amplitudes. The reason for this behavior is a hange
in the eetive apaitane due to the plaement of the omponents on the board.
Figure 5.4 shows the distribution of the alibration oeÆient P
1
over all strips of
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Figure 5.5: Energy loss of the negative side versus the energy loss of the positive side before
(a) and after adjusting the alibration (b). Before the adjustment the band is
slightly rotated to the axis of the negative side.
the negative side of the rst detetor. The strips onneted to hip 5 (starting from
strip 125) show a signiant dierene to the rest of the strips. To overome this
behavior an additional alibration fator has been introdued whih lets one equalize
the eetive test apaitane. The energy loss information for a segment an thus be
alulated with
E
loss
= Cap  (P
0
+ P
1
 h + P
2
 h
2
+ P
3
 h
3
+ P
4
 h
4
) (5.3)
in whih h is the hip response in ADC hannels, P
0
through P
4
are the alibration
oeÆients and Cap is the apaitane oeÆient. By denition P
0
is fored to zero
sine a hip response of zero must give a energy loss of zero.
5.2.2 Equalizing the Calibration for both sides of a detetor
The harge olleted from both sides of a detetor must be the same. The energy
deposit for a hit is given by
E
sum
=
∑
segments
E
segment
(5.4)
and
E
hit
= S
1
 E
sum
+ S
2
 E
sum
2
+ S
3
 E
sum
3
+ S
4
 E
sum
4
(5.5)
in whih E
segment
is the energy deposit for a segment whih is given by equation 5.3
and E
sum
is the sum of energy losses over all segments that omprise the hit. S
1
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Figure 5.6: Energy loss of a hit in the thin detetor versus the energy loss of a hit in the
thik detetor for the same trak for the preliminary (a) and the nal energy
alibration (b). The blak urves indiate the SRIM alulation. Both plots show
the integral data for the whole telesope with 128 segments by 151 segments in
the rst detetion layer and 96 segments by 96 segments in the seond detetor.
through S
4
are additional per side alibration oeÆients. The left plot in gure 5.5
shows the energy loss of the negative side versus the energy loss of the positive side
of the thik detetor. The blak line indiates equal energy losses from both sides. In
the gure the band is rotated to the y -axis whih means that either the negative side
gives too high energy losses or the positive side gives too low energy losses. Adjusting
S
1
through S
4
for both sides leads to equal energy losses over the full range. The
energy loss from the negative side versus the energy loss from the positive side after
the adjustment of the oeÆients is displayed in the right plot of gure 5.5.
5.2.3 Finalizing the Calibration
With the energy alibration obtained up to this point it is already possible to identify
partiles by exploiting the E vs. E method. The plot in gure 5.6(a) shows the
energy loss of a hit in the thin detetor versus the energy loss of a hit in the thik
detetor for the same trak. A band of protons is learly visible but does not oinide
with the expeted urve indiated by a solid line. To nalize the alibration it is possible
to adjust the oeÆients S
1
through S
4
for all four sides by tting a sample of seleted
protons to the alulated urve. The result of the t is shown in gure 5.6(b). With
the nal alibration the band oinides very well with the alulation.
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5.3 Common Mode and its Corretion
In an ideal situation a segment that has not olleted any harge gives an ADC value
that is equal to the hannels pedestal value. Depending on the read-out frequeny
and various other reasons it is possible that the baseline of the read-out eletronis
shifts from event to event. This results in a ommon shift of the pedestals for all
hannels whih essentially leads to an oset in the alulation of the energy loss for
one segment. The behavior is known as ommon mode and an be orreted in the
o-line analysis.
Figure 5.7(a) shows the event by event jump of the pedestal of one hannel of the
negative side of the thin detetor for 25 onseutive events. Without ommon mode
the data points would be loated at zero. The plot shows that the pedestal osillates in
the range of  6 to +6 ADC hannels around zero. The energy equivalent of this range
is approximately 50 keV. A similar piture for the negative side of the thik detetor is
displayed in gure 5.7(b). In ase of the thik detetor the range in whih the average
pedestal osillates around zero is from  3 to +3 ADC hannels or  120 to +120 keV
in energy equivalent. Taking into aount that the harge generated by a partile in
the thik detetor is in average olleted by about ve segments the maximum error in
energy loss determination introdued by the ommon mode is  5 120 keV = 600 keV.
The following is a desription of the two in the analysis software available orretion
methods as well as a omparison in orretion quality and performane of the two
methods.
5.3.1 Mean value orretion
The "Mean value" orretion algorithm alulates the ommon mode for eah event
as the mean value of eah segments ADC value minus the hannels nominal pedestal.
In partiular, a segment is only used in the alulation of the ommon mode when
its ADC value is below a ertain threshold. For the N-side of the thin detetor for
instane, where the maximum positive swing of the ommon mode is 6 ADC hannels,
a value of 7 or 8 ADC hannels as a threshold is a good hoie. The threshold for the
ommon mode orretion must in any ase be higher than the maximum positive swing
of the ommon mode. If it is set below the maximum positive swing it is possible that
for ertain events the ommon mode is so high that no segment is used to alulate
the ommon mode. As a mathematial formula the "Mean value" algorithm an be
expressed by
CM =
∑
0i<n
(raw [i ℄  pedestal [i ℄)=n with raw [i ℄ < thr [i ℄ (5.6)
in whih CM is the ommon mode for the event, n is the number of segments with
an ADC value below threshold, raw [i ℄ is the atual ADC value for segment i and
pedestal [i ℄ and thr [i ℄ are the nominal pedestal and threshold of hannel i respe-
tively. Figure 5.8 shows the unorreted and orreted pedestal of an arbitrarily se-
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Figure 5.7: Event by event jump of the pedestal of one hannel of the negative side of the
thin detetor (a) and the negative side of the thik detetor (b) for 25 onseutive
events. The irles represent the raw data, the squares the data after the ommon
mode orretion.
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leted segment of the N-Side of the thin detetor for data taken with and without
zero suppression. Without orretion the pedestal peak has a width of 69 keV or 8:1
ADC hannels (FWHM) for the full data and a width of 71 keV or 8:4 ADC hannels
(FWHM) for the zero suppressed data. After the "mean value" ommon mode or-
retion the peak width is signiantly redued. For the unsuppressed data the width is
24 keV or 2:8 ADC hannels (FWHM) and for the data taken with zero suppression it
is 22 keV or 2:6 ADC hannels (FWHM).
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Figure 5.8: Raw (unorreted) and ommon mode orreted pedestal of an arbitrarily seleted
segment of the negative side of the thin detetor for data taken without zero
suppression (a) and with zero suppression (b). The ommon mode orretion
was performed using the "mean value" method in both ases. Without orretion
(transparent histogram) the pedestals are 69 keV (a) and 71 keV (b) wide. After
the orretion the pedestals (lled histogram) have a width of 24 keV (a) and
22 keV (b).
5.3.2 Qsort orretion
The seond algorithm available for the o-line ommon mode orretion is the "Qsort"
method. The ADC value minus the nominal pedestal for eah segment is added to
a list and sorted. If the list has n elements then the ommon mode for the urrent
event is the value at index n=2 of the list. Figure 5.9 shows the unorreted and
orreted pedestal of an arbitrarily seleted segment of the N-Side of the thin detetor
for data taken with and without zero suppression. Before the orretion the pedestal
has a width of 69 keV or 8:1 ADC hannels for the unsuppressed data and a width
of 71 keV or 8:3 ADC hannels (FWHM) for the redued data. After applying the
"Qsort" orretion algorithm the width of the peak for both ases is 23 keV or 2:7
ADC hannels (FWHM).
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Figure 5.9: Raw (unorreted) and ommon mode orreted pedestal ("Qsort" method) of
an arbitrarily seleted segment of the negative side of the thin detetor for data
taken without zero suppression (a) and with zero suppression (b). Before applying
ommon mode orretion (transparent histogram) the pedestals are 69 keV (a)
and 71 keV (b) wide. After the orretion the pedestals (lled histogram) have a
width of 23 keV.
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Figure 5.10: Time to perform the ommon mode orretion as a funtion of segment number
for both introdued orretion methods. The data points at 10 segments repre-
sent the proessing of data taken with zero suppression. The data points at 96
segments represent both sides of the thik detetor and the points at 128 and
151 the positive and negative sides of the thin detetor respetively.
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5.3.3 Comparison
Both methods show an equal orretion quality independent on the type of data (with
or without zero suppression). However, when omparing the performane of both
methods then the "mean value" orretion method has a lear advantage over the
"Qsort" algorithm. Figure 5.10 shows the time needed to orret the ommon mode
of 1000 events as a funtion of the number of segments. The data points at 10
segments represent data taken with zero suppression, the points at 96 segments both
sides of the thik detetor without zero suppression and the data points at 128 and 151
segments the P and N side of the thin detetor respetively. For all hosen segment
numbers the "mean value" algorithm is signiantly faster whih is a lear advantage.
Even for data taken with zero suppression, whih is the preferred mode, the "mean
value" method is roughly two times faster than the "Qsort" method. However, the
"mean value" algorithm requires a per segment threshold whih has to be set in a
orret way. In ase the threshold is set too high, also segments with a real signal are
onsidered in the alulation of the ommon mode whih results in false values. On
the other hand, a too low threshold may ause the algorithm to fail beause for large
values of the ommon-mode all segments might have ADC values that are above the
threshold.
The alulations have been onduted on a PC with a 1:3GHz Intel Celeron M
Proessor running Ubuntu-Linux [55℄ with version 3.3.5 of the GNU C/C++ ompiler
family [56℄.
5.4 Detetion Resolution
By exploiting the E=E method it is possible to identify and distinguish between
stopped protons and deuterons. To give an estimate on how well the separation of
both partile works, it is reasonable to give the detetion resolution as a number for
the ombination of two detetors. Figure 5.11(b) shows a projetion of the E vs. E
plot along the solid line in gure 5.11(a). In gure 5.11(a) the alulated bands for
protons and deuterons are indiated by dashed lines. The line marking the projetion
axis is perpendiular to the proton band at 5MeV energy loss in the thik detetor.
However, due to the dierent axis sales for the energy losses in the thik and thin
detetors the projetion axis does not seem to be perpendiular to the proton urve. A
t by a ombination of two gaussians to the resolution plot yields the band separation
whih is roughly 3:8.
Due to the absene of an absolute energy referene
1
the quality of the obtained
energy alibration an only be given by the distane between the proton and deuteron
bands in gure 5.11(b). In the gure the distane is 499 keV while a value of 527 keV is
expeted from the alulations. The reason for the deviation of  6% to the expeted
1
Irradiating eah detetor with an  soure would provide an absolute energy referene, to whih
the alibration an be adjusted.
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Figure 5.11: (a) Energy loss of a hit in the thin detetor versus the energy loss of a hit in
the thik detetor. The alulated proton and deuteron urves are indiated as
dashed lines. The projetion axis for the resolution plot is shown as a solid line.
The axis is perpendiular to the proton band at 5MeV energy loss in the thik
detetor. (b) Projetion along the solid line shown in the E vs. E plot.
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Figure 5.12: (a) Energy loss of a hit in a 65m thik detetor versus the energy loss of a hit
in 300m detetor. The data has been taken with a rst version of the traking
telesope. As in gure 5.11(a) the alulated proton and deuteron urves are
indiated as dashed lines and the projetion axis for the resolution plot is shown
as a solid line. (b) Projetion along the axis indiated in the E vs. E plot. The
expeted projetion of the deuteron band is indiated by a dashed line assuming
that the resolutions for protons and deuterons are equal.
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value is a remaining non-linearity from the test-pulse measurements, that an not be
orreted for by the two subsequent ts to real data.
For omparison, gure 5.12 shows the same two plots for data taken with a rst
version of the traking telesope [37℄. It was equipped with a 69m thik double-sided
Silion detetor as a rst layer and a 300m detetor as a seond layer. The front-
end eletronis utilized the VA32HDR [36℄ amplier and TA32g [38℄ trigger hips.
The projetion axis for the resolution plot has been hosen to be perpendiular to the
proton band at 2:5MeV energy loss in the 300m detetor. Due to the absene of
deuterons in the data, the expeted deuteron peak in the resolution plot is indiated
by a dashed gaussian assuming equal resolutions for both protons and deuterons. The
separation of the two bands is approximately 7.
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Chapter 6
Trak reonstrution with the
Telesope
In order to x the momentum of the initial neutron in a proton-neutron reation within
the spetator model, the preise knowledge of the four-momentum of the deteted
spetator proton is required. In ase one investigates inelasti proton-neutron inter-
ations with additional partiles in the nal state this gives also the opportunity the
measure at dierent exitation energies by seleting ertain ranges of the polar angle
 of the deteted spetator proton.
Moreover, the knowledge of the trak of a partile will allow to reonstrut the
vertex of the reation in two dimensions on an event by event basis. For an identied
reation with known kinematis it is also possible to preisely align the silion traking
telesope and with respet to D2 and other ANKE detetion systems.
In a rst approximation the reonstruted traks are assumed to be straight lines
between the hits in the detetors. Later, orretions due to the magneti eld of the
D2 spetrometer magnet are applied to the trak parameterization.
6.1 Detetor Hits
A trak is dened as a straight line between two orrelated hits, in the thin and in the
thik detetor. Eah hit ontains the information about the energy loss of the partile
and its position in the detetor. In a rst stage eah side is analyzed separately resulting
in hits that arry the position information only in dimension, in the analysis these hits
are alled "one-dimensional" hits. Later the 1D hits are ombined to form "two-
dimensional" hits with the full position information. Besides the position in the detetor
frame itself, the hit arries its position in the telesope and the ANKE referene frames.
The detetor referene frame is dened as x and y being the oordinates in the detetor
plain and z being the oordinate along the thikness of the detetor with the origin
being in the enter of the detetor. In partiular, x is measured by the positive pulsing
side and y is measured by the negative pulsing side. The telesope oordinate system
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is a opy of the ANKE system rotated by the D1 deetion angle around the y axis
and shifted to the nominal target position.
6.1.1 One-dimensional Hits
In a rst stage of the hit generation eah detetor side is analyzed separately in order
to get a list of one dimensional hits. The hit nding algorithm is best explained by
gures 6.1(b) and () in whih the energy loss distribution of a single event is shown.
The algorithm loops over the list of segments of a side and heks if the energy loss of
a segment is above the primary threshold of that segment. For the event displayed in
the gure this ondition is met by segment 74. One a segment is found to be above
its primary threshold the algorithm goes bak and forward in the list and adds the
energy losses of all segments that have an energy loss above the seondary threshold.
In the example segment 73 meets the ondition when the algorithm is going bakwards
and segments 75, 76, 77 and 78 have the required energy loss when going forward in
the list. The seondary threshold is hosen in suh a way that the size of the hit (the
number of segments omprising the hit) is reasonable (depending on the type of the
detetor) and to redue the errors introdued by the energy loss summation. A low
seondary threshold inreases the size of the hit, whih in an extreme ase might lead to
a ombination of two physial hits to one hit. A high seondary threshold dereases the
size but inreases the error in the energy loss determination beause not all segments
are taken into aount. The position of the hit in the detetor referene frame is
dened by the weighted energy loss enter of all segments in the hit. Figure 6.1(a)
shows a typial energy loss histogram for the negative pulsing side of the thik detetor.
6.1.2 Two-dimensional Hits
In the seond stage of the hit determination the one dimensional hits from both sides
are ombined. The riteria to deide whether two 1D hits belong to the same 2D hit
is that both energy losses may only dier by a ertain perentage, that depends on the
detetor type. Figure 6.2 shows the energy loss for a hit on the negative pulsing side
versus the energy loss for a hit on the positive pulsing side. When the two dimensional
hits are generated, the third oordinate (z) of the hit is set to zero. For the rst
detetor this approah is reasonable beause the thin detetor works as a transmission
detetor, whih means that the energy is deposited homogeneously along the path of
the partile. Figure 6.3 shows a sketh of a hit in the thin detetor. For partiles that
are stopped in the thik detetor the situation beomes more ompliated beause the
z oordinate of the hit an no longer be assumed to be in the middle of the detetor.
6.1.3 Partile identiation
With the energy loss information for the hits in both detetors it is possible to identify
the partile by the E/E and PID [57, 58℄ methods. On the left side of gure 6.4 the
E/E plot is shown. On the right side the PID versus the total energy loss is plotted.
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Figure 6.1: Typial energy loss histogram for a segment of the negative pulsing side of the
thik detetor (a). The primary threshold is loated at 5 of the pedestal width
whih orresponds to  550 keV. The seondary threshold is set to 3 of the
pedestal width or  330 keV. In (b) the distribution of energy losses for a single
event over all segments of the negative pulsing side of the thik detetor is shown.
The individual primary thresholds are indiated by irles. () displays a zoom on
the region of the detetor whih was struk by a partile. The seondary thresholds
are indiated by boxes.
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Figure 6.2: Energy loss of a hit in the negative pulsing side vs. the energy loss of a hit in the
positive pulsing side for the thin (a) and the thik (b) detetor.
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Figure 6.3: Sketh of a trak in the thin detetor.
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Figure 6.4: (a) E-E and (b) PID plots for data from the beam-time in November 2003.
The PID is dened by equation 6.1 in whih E is the energy loss of the partile in
the thin detetor and E is the energy loss in the thik detetor. In the PID vs. total
energy loss plot eah partile type ontributes to a horizontal band.
1

= (E + E)
1:71
  E
1:71
(6.1)
A ut around the bands in both plots allows the seletion of ertain partiles for further
analysis.
6.1.4 3D position information from the thik detetor
Figure 6.5 shows the trak of a stopped partile in the thik detetor. Most of the
energy is deposited at the end of the trak. With the measured energy in the thik
detetor and the knowledge of the partile type it is possible to alulate the penetration
length in the silion detetor. Figure 6.6 shows the range of protons and deuterons as
a funtion of the initial kineti energy.
By this method the z position of a hit in the oordinate system of the thik detetor
an only be extrated for identied and stopped partiles (in our ase protons and
deuterons). Figure 6.7 shows a sketh of the priniple of the reonstrution method.
t is the thikness of the detetor, d is the alulated penetration length and a and b
are the oordinates of a hit in the thin detetor in the referene frame of the thik
detetor.
x =
a  z
b + z
(6.2)
d
2
= x
2
+ z
2
(6.3)
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Figure 6.5: Sketh of the trak of a stopped partile in the thik detetor. The amount of
deposited energy along the path is illustrated by the thikness of the arrows.
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Figure 6.6: Range of protons and deuterons in silion as a funtion of the initial kineti energy.
The error bars show the longitudinal straggling.
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(b + z)
2
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2
= 0 (6.4)
Equations 6.2 and 6.3 result from geometrial onsiderations. The missing z oordinate
of the hit in the thik detetor is obtained by nding a z 2 [0; t℄ that solves equation 6.4
whih is the ombination of equations 6.2 and 6.3.
6.2 Trak Reonstrution
The trak of a partile is parameterized by its vertex and a diretion ( and  with
respet to the nominal beam axis), and in a rst approximation dened by a straight line
between the 2D hits in the detetion layers. Sine a valid trak has to originate from
the target, a ut on the target region an be made by utting on the strip-strip bands
for the hits in the thin and the thik detetor. Figure 6.8 shows the two orrelation
plots whih are used to make a ut on the target region.
6.2.1 Determination of the y and z oordinates of the target
With knowledge of the trak parameters it is possible to reonstrut the position
and extension of the target. Figure 6.9 gives a sketh of how the reonstrution is
performed. The straight line trak is dened by the two hits (red dots in the gure).
The intersetion of the trak with a y   z plane at the x oordinate of the target
results in the green dot in the gure. The histogram of the y and z oordinates of
this intersetion point over a sample of traks gives the mean position as well as the
extension of the target in y and z diretion. Figure 6.10 shows the y and z target
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Figure 6.8: Strip-strip orrelation plots for hits in the thin and thik detetors.
position and extension for data from the beam-time in November 2003. The given
oordinates are with respet to the telesope referene frame.
6.2.2 Determination of the x oordinate
The performane of the reonstrution of the y and z oordinate of the target point
strongly depends on the orret knowledge of the x oordinate of the intersetion plane
(x oordinate of the target). The x oordinate of the target an be determined by min-
imizing the width of the y and z target distributions. If the position of the intersetion
plane has been hosen orretly the y and z distributions must have minimum width.
Figure 6.11(a) shows the projetion of a sample of proton traks from the November
2003 data onto the x   y plane. The width of the projetion in y diretion strongly
depends on the x oordinate. A distribution of the sigma of a Gauss t over a y slie
of the projetion as a funtion of x is shown in gure 6.11(b). The x oordinate at
whih the distribution has its minimum is the position of the target and the intersetion
plane. For orret operation of the method it is however neessary to have the traks
over a wide range of  and  angles. In the above example in whih the y oordinate
of the intersetion point was used to reonstrut x all possible  angles where avail-
able. Due to this, the trak projetion onto the x   y plane shows good sensitivity
to the x oordinate. For a ross hek it is also possible to use the z oordinate of
the intersetion point in order to reonstrut the x position of the target. For the
November 2003 data in whih the  trak angles were only in a limited range this was
not possible. Figure 6.11() shows the trak projetion onto the x   z plane. From
the gure it an be seen that the x   z projetion is not sensitive to the x oordinate
of the target.
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Figure 6.9: Sketh of the vertex/target reonstrution with a straight line trak through the
hits in the thin and thik detetor.
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Figure 6.10: Position and extension of the target for the November 2003 harge exhange
beam-time.
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Figure 6.11: Projetion of a sample of proton traks from the data taken in November 2003
onto the x y plane (a). Distribution of the sigma of a Gaussian t over a y slie
of the projetion in the x   y plane as a funtion of x (b). In () the projetion
onto the x z plane is shown. Sine the  angles of the traks in the sample were
limited to a small angular range it is not possible to reonstrut the x position of
the target from the x   z projetion plot.
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Figure 6.12: Exaggerated sketh of the inuene of the magneti eld on the trak parameters.
z
R
and 
R
are the trak parameters obtained by the straight line approah. z
V
and 
V
are the true z-oordinate and -angle at the vertex. z
R
and 
V
are both
positions given with respet to the nominal target point.
6.3 Magneti eld orretion
The traking telesope is loated inside the target hamber in whih the inuene
of the D2 magneti eld to the trak parameters an not be negleted. In order to
hek this inuene and if neessary introdue orretions to the trak parameters
obtained by the straight line approah a Geant4 simulation has been used [59, 60℄. In
the simulation a point like target at x = y = z = 0:0mm (in the telesope referene
frame) was hosen, multiple sattering was swithed o and protons and deuterons
were generated into the full aeptane of the traking telesope. In the analysis of
the simulated data only stopped partiles were taken into aount. In the following

R
, 
R
, x
R
, y
R
and z
R
shall be the trak parameters reonstruted by the straight line
method and 
V
, 
V
, x
V
, y
V
and z
V
are the true parameters at the vertex.
Figure 6.12 shows an exaggerated sketh of the inuene of the magneti eld
on the above mentioned trak parameters. The lower the momentum of the stopped
partile is, the further the reonstruted z oordinate is shifted to negative values. A
similar dependene is visible for the trak  angle. z
R
and 
V
are both positions given
with respet to the nominal target point.
6.3.1 The x oordinate of the target
To determine the x oordinate of the target (whih must be at 0:0mm) the method
desribed in setion 6.2.2 has been used. Sine the generated events overed the
whole telesope aeptane it was possible to reonstrut x
R
both via the y and the
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partile x
R
via y x
R
via z
proton  0:012mm  0:026mm
deuteron +0:018mm +0:011mm
Table 6.1: Reonstruted x
R
oordinate of the target for the simulated data.
z oordinates of the intersetion point. The results are summarized in table 6.1. A
dependene of the reonstruted target x oordinate on the partile momentum ould
not be seen.
6.3.2 The z oordinate of the target and the trak  angle
The major omponent of the D2 magneti eld in the target region is in y diretion.
Thus a strong dependene of the reonstruted z oordinate of the target and the 
angle of the trak on the partile momentum is expeted.
A magneti eld orretion an be expressed by the following equations:

V
= 
R
  (p) (6.5)
z
V
= z
R
  z(p) (6.6)
in whih (p) and z(p) are osets due to the magneti eld and depend only on
the partile type and momentum. The dierene of 
R
and z
R
to the nominal values
given by the Geant4 event generator are displayed in gures 6.13(a) and () for protons
and 6.14(a) and () for deuterons. For both partiles a lear shift and a tail to negative

R
and negative z
R
values is visible. Figures 6.13(b) and (d) and 6.14(b) and (d)
show 
R
and z
R
as a funtion of the partile momentum. In all four plots a lear
dependene on the partile momentum is visible. To orret the eets shown in
gures 6.13(a) through (d) and 6.14(a) through (d) a t by a funtion
f (p) = C
0
 e
C
1
p+C
2
+
C
3
C
4
 p + C
5
+ C
6
 p
2
+ C
7
 p + C
8
(6.7)
an be made for all four ases. Figures (e) through (h) of 6.13 and 6.14 display

V
and z
V
as well as their dependene on the partile momentum for both partile
types. The shift and the tail to negative angles and negative z values is removed. The
dependene on the partile momentum is removed in all four ases.
6.3.3 The y oordinate of the target and the trak  angle
In the x z plane the magneti eld has a signiant inuene on the trak parameters.
Figure 6.15 shows 
R
and y
R
as a funtion of the partile momentum for protons
and deuterons. In the x   y plane the magneti eld has hardly any inuene on the
trak parameters whih makes a orretion unneessary.
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Figure 6.13: 
R
= 
R
  
generator
and z
R
= z
R
  z
generator
for protons without ((a)-(d))
and with ((e)-(h)) the magneti eld orretion. A onstant shift and a tail to
negative angles and negative z values is visible in the unorreted plots.
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Figure 6.14: 
R
and z
R
for deuterons without ((a)-(d)) and with ((e)-(h)) the magneti
eld orretion.
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Figure 6.15: Inuene of the momentum and the trak  and  angles on the trak parameters
in the x   y plane for (a,) protons and (b, d) deuterons.
6.3.4 Cross-Chek of the magneti eld orretion
To get an estimate of the errors introdued by the reonstrution a seond simulation
has been done. In this simulation run an extended target with a spherial shape with
a radius of 2:5mm has been hosen. In addition multiple sattering has been swithed
on. In the reonstrution ode  and  are diretly extrated from the information
from the detetors while y
V
and z
V
depend on the position of the intersetion plane.
It is therefore reasonable to split the trak parameters into two ategories. One for
the diretly measured and one for the indiretly measured parameters.

V
and 
V
Figure 6.16 shows the dierenes 
V
and 
V
of the measured parameters to the
nominal values given by the Geant4 event generator. For  the values after the
magneti eld orretion are plotted. In both ases the peak is entered around 0 deg
whih means that the reonstrution method does not introdue any osets. This is
espeially ruial for  whih already inludes the magneti eld orretion. For 
V
the
standard deviation is 0:46 deg for 
V
it is 0:48 deg.
x
V
, y
V
and z
V
The major drawbak of having mostly single trak events in the telesope is that one
is insensitive to x
V
on an event by event basis. In the reonstrution x
V
is assumed to
be equal to x
R
whih is the x oordinate of the enter of the target. Thus the real
x
V
an be anywhere between x
R
  0:5  x
T
and x
R
+ 0:5  x
T
with x
T
being the
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Figure 6.16: 
V
(a) and 
V
(b) for the simulated data with extended target and multiple
sattering swithed on.
size of the target in x diretion. Figures 6.17(a) and (b) display y
V
, the dierene
of y
V
to the nominal values, and y
V
versus x
G
, the x position of the origin of the
simulated partile. The plot in 6.17(a) is the projetion of plot 6.17(b) to the y axis.
For y
V
the standard deviation is 0:62mm. Figures 6.17() and (d) show similar plots
for the z oordinate at the target. z
V
strongly depends on x
G
due to the inuene
of the magneti eld. Sine the 1D plot is again the projetion of z
V
versus x
G
the
standard deviation for z
V
is larger than in ase of y
V
. For z
V
it is 0:65mm.
6.3.5 Appliation to real data
Up to this point all plots and data onerning the magneti eld orretion have
been based upon Monte-Carlo simulations. A next step to hek the magneti eld
orretion is to apply it to real data. In an ideal ase the orretion should eliminate
the dependeny of the trak parameter on the momentum of the partile. For the
reonstrution of the z position of the target the hek is straight forward beause
the target z position is independent on the investigated physis. The histogram in
gure 6.18(a) shows this behavior for protons. The data points indiated by solid
triangles represent the mean z position with magneti eld orretion, the z position
without magneti eld orretion is indiated by squares. In addition the orretion
funtion is drawn as a solid line. The unorreted data points math the development
of the orretion funtion. For the  angle however, the situation is more ompliated
sine the physis itself introdues a orrelation between  and the momentum. To
perform the hek also for  it is neessary to identify a single reation hannel and
ompare the experimental  vs. momentum orrelation with the theoretially alulated
one. Figure 6.18(b) displays  as a funtion of the deuteron momentum for dd-
elasti events. Again, the orreted data points are indiated by solid triangles and the
unorreted points by squares. The solid line represents the orretion funtion and
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Figure 6.17: y
V
(a), y
V
vs. x
G
(b), z
V
() and z
V
vs. x
G
(d) for the simulated data with
extended target and multiple sattering swithed on.
the dashed line the kinematially alulated orrelation.
6.4 Alignment
To get the orret position of the detetors with respet to eah other and the target
hamber, the traking telesope has been measured by the Central Department of
Tehnology of the researh enter. The measurements omprised the determination
of the positions of the enter of eah detetor with a preision of better than 10m
as well as the rotation around all three axes with a preision of better than 10mrad.
The most powerful tool to hek the measurements and the orret alignment of
the detetors are the orrelations between the y and z oordinates of the target and
the trak angles  and . In all ases the reonstruted target oordinate must be
independent on the trak angles. Figures 6.19(a) through (d) show the target y and
z oordinates versus the trak  and  angles with the inlination of the bands printed
in eah plot. For eah ase the inlination is below 0:005mm=deg. Figures 6.19(a)
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Figure 6.18: Reonstruted target z position (a) and  (b) as a funtion of the partile mo-
mentum with and without the magneti eld orretion for dd-elasti events.
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Figure 6.19: y
target
vs.  (a) and  (b) and z
target
vs.  () and  (d) for protons.
and (d) also show the aeptane of the telesope arrangement. For large  angles for
instane, only the lower part of the target is imaged while for small  angles the upper
part is visible. Another tool to hek the alignment is the  vs.  plot whih must
also show no dependene. Figure 6.20 shows the  vs.  distribution of deuterons
for dierent momentum ranges (gures (a)-()) and all momenta (gure (d)). The
inlination of eah of the bands is printed in the plots. The maximum inlination
is  0:0138 deg

=deg

. For a hek of the absolute alignment and positioning an
identied reation has to be onsulted. Figure 6.21(a) shows the  angle of the
deuteron in the traking telesope versus  of the forward going deuteron for dd-
elasti at a beam momentum of 2:40GeV=. The solid line indiates the kinematial
alulation for this reation and it is seen that the experimental data points agree very
well with the alulation. The dierene in the  angles for both deteted deuterons
is displayed in Figure 6.21(b). A peak very lose to 180
Æ
is visible in the plot whih
must be the ase sine for any two-body elasti reation the two outgoing partiles
and the inoming beam partile lie in the same plane.
A further possibility to hek the validity of the reonstruted traks as well as
the energy alibration is to plot  of a partile deteted in the telesope against its
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Figure 6.20:  vs.  for deuterons for dierent momentum ranges ((a)-()) and for all mo-
menta (d).
momentum for a known elasti reation. Suh a plot is shown in gure 6.18(b) whih
has originally been used to demonstrate the magneti eld orretion. In the plot the
band is slightly inlined with respet to the kinematial alulation. Sine the plots in
gures 6.19, 6.20 and 6.21 show that the alignment of the detetors is orret the
inlination in 6.18(b) originates from a remaining inauray in the energy alibration.
The alignment has been heked for data taken with 2:40GeV= and 2:46GeV=
deuteron beams on a deuteron luster target as well as a polarized deuteron beam of
2:40GeV= momentum on a proton target. For all three data sets, whih used the same
geometrial setup of the telesope, the data analysis reprodued the kinematis of the
reation that has been used to hek the alignment. With the used traking telesope
an angular resolution (FWHM) of 1:6
Æ
for protons and 2:2
Æ
for deuterons for the
lowest partile momenta ould be ahieved. This essentially shows, that the presented
trak reonstrution method and the magneti eld orretion work as expeted. A
full olletion of alignment referene plots is presented in appendix A.
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Figure 6.21: (a) 
Tel
vs. 
Fd
for dd-elasti at a beam momentum of 2:40GeV=. (b)  of
the two deteted deuterons for the same reation.
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Chapter 7
Appliation
To show the apabilities of the silion traking telesope, the polarization observables
A
y
and A
yy
for dp-elasti and pp and np-quasi elasti have been extrated from
data taken during a test beam-time for Charge-Exhange experiments [61℄. In the
experiment a polarized deuteron beam of 2:40GeV= momentum with eight dierent
polarization states impinged on an unpolarized hydrogen luster jet target. Later in
the hapter a rst attempt to obtain a three-dimensional target image by tting is
presented.
For the analysis dediated software has been developed around the Root-based [62℄
analysis framework RootSorter [63℄ whih was also used in the tuning and ommis-
sioning phase of the traking telesope.
7.1 Data Taking
A rst test beam-time for the Charge-Exhange experiments with a polarized deuteron
beam of 2:40GeV= momentum and an unpolarized hydrogen luster jet target was
exploited in November 2003. The presented data has been taken with the forward-
oinidene trigger desribed in setion 4.5. In the experiment eight dierent beam
polarization states have been used. One unpolarized mixture and seven ombinations
of dierent vetor and tensor polarizations. The states are summarized in table 7.1.
At the end of eah aelerator yle, the polarized ion soure was swithed to the next
polarization state. After the seventh state the soure was reset and the polarization
state set to the rst spin mode. In order to allow the analysis of the dierent spin
modes additional data-words that enoded the spin mode have been integrated into
the data stream.
In the experiment the slow reoil proton from
~
dp ! pd ,
~
dp ! (pp)n
Spetator
and
~
dp ! (np)p
Spetator
has been deteted in the silion traking telesope, whereas the
fast forward-going deuteron for
~
dp ! pd , the fast proton from
~
dp ! (pp)n
Spetator
and the spetator proton in
~
dp ! (np)p
Spetator
have been deteted in the ANKE
forward detetor.
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Spin Relative Vetor Tensor
Mode Intensity Polarization P
z
Polarization P
zz
[I
0
℄ ideal EDDA ideal EDDA
0 1 0 0 0 0
1 1  2=3  0:499 0:021 0 +0:057 0:051
2 1 +1=3 +0:290 0:023 +1 +0:594 0:050
3 1  1=3  0:248 0:021  1  0:634 0:051
4 2=3 +1=2 +0:381 0:022  1=2  0:282 0:052
5 2=3  1  0:682 0:022 +1 +0:537 0:052
6 2=3 +1 +0:764 0:022 +1 +0:545 0:050
7 2=3  1=2  0:349 0:022  1=2  0:404 0:053
Table 7.1: Vetor and tensor polarizations measured by EDDA for the dierent spin modes used
in the harge-exhange test beam-time. I
0
is the maximum number of deuterons
stored in the COSY ring. In the experiment I
0
was in the order of 3  10
9
with spin
modes 4 through 7 having 2=3 of that value.
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Figure 7.1: (a) Momentum distribution of forward-going partiles for the data taken with the
forward-spetator oinidene trigger. (b) Distribution of  (the dierene in 
angles for both partiles) for dp ! pd .
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7.2 Analyzing Powers from
~
dp! pd
Due to the limited  aeptane of the ANKE forward detetion system and the used
traking telesope for dp-elasti at this energy it was not possible to determine the
beam polarization for eah spin mode individually. With the knowledge of the beam
vetor and tensor polarizations obtained by simultaneous measurements by EDDA [24℄
it was, however, possible to extrat the analyzing powers A
y
and A
yy
for
~
dp! pd.
7.2.1 Event Seletion
Figure 7.1(a) shows the momentum distribution of partiles in the forward detetion
system for the forward-telesope oinidene trigger. A ut around the dp-elasti
peak as well as a ut on the oplanarity, the dierene in the  angle of both deteted
partiles, is enough to learly identify the dp ! pd elasti reation hannel with hardly
any bakground events. The  distribution for the identied dp ! pd reation
hannel together with the applied ut is shown in gure 7.1(b).
7.2.2 Determination of A
y
and A
yy
The dierential ross setion for polarized deuteron - proton sattering [64℄ an be
expressed by
d
d

(; ) =
d
0
d

()
{
1 +
3
2
P
z
A
y
() os
+
1
4
P
zz
[A
yy
()(1 + os 2) + A
xx
()(1  os 2)℄
}
(7.1)
in whih
d
0
d

() is the ross setion for the unpolarized ase, P
z
and P
zz
are the beam
vetor and tensor polarizations and A
y
, A
yy
and A
xx
are the vetor and tensor analyzing
powers. Rewritten in terms of ounts for ertain beam polarization states equation 7.1
beomes
N() = N
0
() [1 + 
z
P
z
+ 
zz
P
zz
℄ (7.2)
in whih N() are the ounts for a ertain spin-mode, N
0
() are the ounts for the
unpolarized beam and

z
=
3
2
A
y
()hosi and (7.3a)

zz
=
1
4
[A
yy
()(1 + hos 2i) + A
xx
()(1  hos 2i)℄ (7.3b)
are asymmetries integrated over the full aeptane. To obtain these asymmetries
from the experimental data, the number of identied dp elasti events for eah spin-
mode normalized to the number of events for the unpolarized beam (spin-mode 0) are
plotted in a three-dimensional graph with the x and y axes being the beam vetor (P
z
)
and tensor (P
zz
) polarizations determined by EDDA. The plots are shown in gure 7.2.
The ounts for eah aelerator spill have also been orreted using the COSY beam
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Figure 7.2: Counts of identied dp-elasti events for the eight available beam polarization
states normalized to the ounts for the unpolarized beam as a funtion of the
beam polarizations p
z
and p
zz
measured by EDDA for the dierent 
m
ranges of
the forward-going deuteron. The data points are indiated by irles, the results
of a t by equation 7.2 to the data points are shown as planes in the plots and
summarized in table 7.2.
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Figure 7.3: Distribution of the  of the forward-going deuteron in the enter of mass system.
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zone 
m
[deg℄ h
m
i [deg℄ N

0
=N
0

z

zz
1 15 - 18 16:2 0:998  0:527 0:020 0:101 0:021
2 18 - 21 19:0 1:007  0:587 0:025 0:119 0:026
Table 7.2: Results of the t of equation 7.2 to the three-dimensional asymmetry plots
zone h
m
i [deg℄ hos 
0
i hos 2
0
i A
y
A
yy
1 16:2  0:991 0:965 0:354 0:014 0:209 0:044
2 19:0  0:991 0:963 0:395 0:017 0:248 0:054
Table 7.3: Average of the osine of the azimuthal angle and twie the azimuthal angle of the
deuteron together with the results for the A
y
and A
yy
measurement for the two
angular ranges.
urrent signal (BCT) whih is a measure of the beam intensity, and the dead-time as
desribed in setion 4.6. In addition, the whole statistis have been subdivided into two
ranges of 
m
angles of the forward-going deuteron. Figure 7.3 shows the distribution
of the  angle of the deuteron in the enter of mass system together with the two
angular subdivisions. A t by equation 7.2 yields the asymmetries 
z
and 
zz
. The t
results are indiated by planes in gure 7.2 and summarized in table 7.2 in whih h
m
i
is the mean  angle of the forward-going deuteron and N

0
=N
0
is a t oset.
With 
z
obtained from the t and the mean value of os of the forward going
deuteron for spin-mode 0 it is possible to alulate A
y
for eah  bin via equation 7.3a.
The results for A
y
are summarized in table 7.3 and shown in gure 7.4(a) together
with experimental data points from Argonne [65, 66℄ and Saturne [67, 68℄. At Argonne
A
y
and A
yy
were investigated with a deuteron beam momentum of p
d
= 2:43GeV=
for enter of mass theta angles up to 61
Æ
, whereas for A
xx
the angular range went
up to 84
Æ
. The Saturne measurement, arried out at a deuteron beam momentum of
p
d
= 2:435GeV=, investigated A
y
and A
yy
in a 
m
range from 32
Æ
to 94
Æ
.
For the determination of A
yy
the situation is more ompliated beause even at a
small aeptane away from  = 180
Æ
of the forward-going deuteron the inuene of
A
xx
to the asymmetry has to be taken into aount. To do so, equation 7.3b an be
rewritten as

zz
=
A
yy
()
2  CF
(7.4)
with
CF = 2 
A
yy
()
A
yy
()  (1 + hos 2
0
i) + A
xx
()  (1  hos 2
0
i)
(7.5)
being a orretion fator whih is basially a ratio between A
yy
and A
xx
that an be
estimated from the Argonne results. The Argonne results for A
yy
and A
xx
were ob-
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Figure 7.4: Experimental values for A
y
(a), A
yy
(b) and A
xx
() from measurements at Argonne
and Saturne. The results of the ts to the data points (equations 7.6) are drawn
as solid lines.
tained from the same data set whih means that the inuene of the beam polarization
on the ration anels out. This feature essentially allows the use of the results from
this independent measurement for the alulation of the orretion fator. The results
of the ts to the Argonne A
yy
and A
xx
data points [69, 70℄ (gures 7.4(b) and 7.4())
are shown in the following equations
A
yy
=  50:51+ 178:6 os 
m
  203:1 os
2

m
+ 75:09 os
3

m
(7.6a)
A
xx
= 77:19  282:7 os 
m
+ 331:5 os
2

m
  126:1 os
3

m
(7.6b)
With the use of the orretion fator and the value for 
zz
obtained by the t to
the three-dimensional asymmetry plots, the tensor analyzing power A
yy
is obtained via
equation 7.4. The results for A
yy
are also summarized in table 7.3, the data points
are plotted in gure 7.4(b).
Within the error bars the results for A
y
and A
yy
are ompatible with the Argonne
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zone 
m
[deg℄ h
m
i [deg℄ A
y
A
yy
1 15 - 18 16:8 0:362 0:008 0:212 0:025
2 18 - 21 19:6 0:394 0:012 0:289 0:039
2 21 - 24 22:6 0:410 0:011 0:337 0:034
Table 7.4: Vetor and tensor analyzing powers for the analysis without the use of the traking
telesope.
and Saturne data as well as with the results from an alternative analysis that did not
make use of the traking telesope data [69, 71℄. The results of this analysis are
summarized in table 7.4. The good agreement with the values of A
y
and A
yy
from the
literature and the alternative analysis prove the apabilities of the traking telesope.
7.3 Analyzing Powers for quasi-free pp and np sattering
The real advantage of the traking telesope beomes obvious in the pn ase in whih
a slow proton is deteted in the traking telesope and a seond proton with half the
beam momentum in the forward detetor of ANKE. Here it is possible to determine
the analyzing power A
y
in pp and np-quasi elasti sattering via the reation
~
dp !
(pp)n
Spetator
and
~
dp ! (np)p
Spetator
respetively. In the rst reation, both elasti
reation partners are diretly measured in the ANKE detetion system, while in the
latter reation the spetator proton is deteted in the forward detetion system. In
both ases the four-momentum of the missing neutron is given by
n

= d

Beam
+ p

Target
  p

Telesope
  p

Forward
(7.7)
in whih p

Telesope
and p

Forward
are the four-momenta of the protons deteted in the
traking telesope and the forward detetor.
7.3.1 Identifying the reations
The subset of the data is seleted by a ut on the momentum of the forward-going
proton as indiated in gure 7.1(a), and a narrow ut around the neutron mass in
the missing mass distribution of the two deteted protons. The missing mass of both
protons together with the applied ut is shown in gure 7.5(a).
In ase of pure quasi-elasti pp and np sattering no inuene of the beam tensor
polarization on the extrated analyzing powers should be seen. For low momentum
transfer to the fast proton in the pp ase and the neutron in the np ase, a strong
ontribution from nal state interation however introdues this dependene. This is
best seen from the results shown in table 7.5 in whih, similar to the analysis for dp
elasti, a t by a plane with equation 7.2 has been made to the three-dimensional plot
of the orreted ounts for the eight dierent spin modes. The binning has however
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Figure 7.5: (a) Missing mass of the two deteted protons. A peak at the neutron mass with
hardly any bakground is visible. (b) Distribution of the momentum of the proton
deteted in the traking telesope. () Distribution of the  angle in the enter of
mass system for the proton deteted in the telesope in whih this proton has a
momentum of p
Tel
> 160MeV=.
been done by the momentum of the proton deteted in the traking telesope, whih
is a diret measure of the momentum transfer. The distribution of momenta is shown
in gure 7.5(b). In ase of pure quasi-elasti pp or np sattering the t parameter

zz
, whih is sensitive to the inuene of the beam tensor polarization, must be zero,
the results in the table show however that 
zz
is signiantly dierent from zero for
low momenta and develops towards zero with inreasing momentum.
For larger momentum transfers, the inuene of the nal state interation de-
reases, whih also means that for the last momentum bin (p
Tel
> 160MeV=) the
seleted events are mostly due to pure pp and np quasi-elasti sattering. These events
have been used to determine the analyzing power A
y
for the ombined and separated
pp and np reation hannels.
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zone p
Tel
[MeV/℄ 
z

zz
1 70 - 90  0:093 0:054  0:200 0:056
2 90 - 110  0:159 0:031  0:154 0:032
3 110 - 130  0:199 0:012  0:098 0:012
4 130 - 160  0:241 0:020  0:067 0:021
5 160 - 250  0:269 0:013  0:030 0:013
Table 7.5: Results of a t of equation 7.2 to the three-dimensional plot of normalized ounts for
eah spin-mode versus the P
z
and P
zz
measured by EDDA binned by the momentum
transfer to the proton deteted in the traking telesope.
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Figure 7.6: Counts for the ombination of pp and np-quasi elasti for the eight available beam
polarization states normalized to the ounts for the unpolarized beam as a funtion
of the beam polarizations p
z
and p
zz
measured by EDDA for the dierent 
m
ranges of the proton deteted in the telesope. The data points are indiated by
irles, the results of a t of equation 7.2 are shown as planes in the plots and
summarized in table 7.6.
7.3.2 Determination of A
y
In both the pp and np ase, the polarized dierential ross-setion is given by
d
d

(; ) =
d
0
d

() f1 + P
z
A
y
() osg (7.8)
In terms of ounts equation 7.8 an again be written as
N() = N
0
() [1 + 
z
P
z
℄ with 
z
= A
y
()hosi (7.9)
in whih 
z
is the asymmetry with whih the analyzing power A
y
may be determined.
Already without a separation into pp and np events the analyzing power may be deter-
mined for the ombination of both reation hannels. To obtain the asymmetry 
pp=np
z
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zone 
m
[deg℄ h
m
i [deg℄ N

0
=N
0

z

zz
1 157:0 - 160:5 159:6 0:977  0:298 0:032 0:007 0:033
2 160:5 - 162:5 161:7 0:983  0:260 0:013  0:040 0:013
Table 7.6: Results of the t of equation 7.2 to the two-dimensional asymmetry plots for the
unseparated pp and np data (p
Tel
> 160MeV=).
zone h
m
i [deg℄ hos 
0
i A
y
1 159:6 0:979  0:304 0:033
2 161:7 0:978  0:266 0:013
Table 7.7: Vetor analyzing power A
y
for the ombined pp and np data binned into angular
ranges of 
m
of the proton deteted in the telesope (p
Tel
> 160MeV=).
the whole statistis has again been subdivided into ranges of the 
m
angle of the pro-
ton deteted in the traking telesope and the normalized ounts for eah spin-mode
plotted versus the beam polarizations measured by EDDA in a two-dimensional graph
1
.
The distributions of  angles in the enter of mass system is shown in gure 7.5()
together with the subdivisions. The two-dimensional graphs are shown in gure 7.6.
A t by equation 7.2 yields the asymmetries 
z
and 
zz
whih are summarized in
table 7.6.
From the t results for 
z
the analyzing power A
y
an be alulated via equa-
tion 7.9. The results are summarized in table 7.7.
The only available possibility to separate both reation hannel to some extent
from one another are the uts indiated in gure 7.7 in whih the orrelation of 
Tel
to
 of the forward-going proton is shown. Figures 7.7(a) and (b) display the orrelation
for the results of a Geant4 simulation of dp ! (pp)n
Spetator
and dp ! (np)p
Spetator
respetively. A ombination of both simulated reation hannels is displayed in g-
ure 7.7(), while the distribution for the real data is shown in gure 7.7(d).
For both pp and np, the dierene of the  angles of both ejetiles must peak at
 = 180
Æ
. In pp  is the dierene of  of both deteted protons, while in np it is
the dierene of  of the proton deteted in the traking telesope and the neutron.
This behavior is shown in the histograms in gures 7.8(a) and (b). The data points
indiate the real data, the histograms show the results from the Geant4 simulation. For
both reation hannels the simulation reprodues the real data quite well. Moreover,
with knowledge of the four-momentum vetor of the spetator partile, in np this is just
the forward-going proton, in the pp ase it is the neutron, it is possible to reonstrut
the Fermi momentum distribution. This is aomplished by a Lorentz transformation
of this four-momentum into the rest frame of the beam deuteron via
1
A one-dimensional graph is basially suÆient sine there is no inuene of P
zz
on the asymmetry
for the investigated reations. In order to be sensitive on any residual eets from bakground reations
that depend on P
zz
a two-dimensional graph has however been hosen.
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Figure 7.7:  of the proton in the traking telesope (
Tel
) vs.  of the proton in the forward
detetion system (
Fd
) for (a) simulated pp events, (b) simulated np events, ()
both simulated pp and np and (d) the real data. In all ases the momentum of the
proton in the telesope has been restrited to p
Tel
> 160MeV=.
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Figure 7.8: (a) Dierene in  () of the protons deteted in the silion traking telesope
and the forward detetion system for the seleted dp ! (pp)n
Spetator
events.
(b) Dierene of 
Tel
to  of the reonstruted neutron for the seleted dp !
(np)p
Spetator
events. In both plots the histogram represent the simulated data,
the points the real data.
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Figure 7.9: Fermi momentum distribution for (a) dp ! (pp)n
Spetator
and (b) dp !
(np)p
Spetator
(points) together with the results from the simulation indiated by
histograms. Distribution of the osine of the spetator partile in the rest frame
of the beam deuteron for () dp ! (pp)n
Spetator
and (d) dp ! (np)p
Spetator
(points) together with the results from the simulation indiated by histograms.
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in whih p denote the spaial momentum omponents and E the energy of the speta-
tor partile in the beam and lab frames. The momentum magnitude of the spetator
partile after the transformation is then the intrinsi Fermi momentum of the on-
stituent nuleons of the deuteron. The distributions together with the simulation
results indiated by histograms, are shown in gures 7.9(a) and (b). Due to the lim-
ited aeptane, espeially in the pp ase, the distribution does however not look like
the one shown in gure 1.2(a) of the introdutory hapter. The distributions of os 
of the spetator partile in the beam rest frame are shown in gures 7.9() and (d),
again the simulation reprodues the data quite well.
The good agreement of the simulation with the real data allows the use of the
simulation to estimate the amount of bakground, that remains for the  vs.  uts.
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Figure 7.10: Center of mass energy for (a) dp ! (pp)n
Spetator
and (b) dp ! (np)p
Spetator
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m
i [deg℄ N

0
=N
0

z

zz
1 157:0 - 160:5 159:6 0:940  0:385 0:050 0:010 0:051
2 160:5 - 162:5 161:7 0:984  0:370 0:018  0:031 0:018
(a) dp ! (pp)n
Spetator
zone 
m
[deg℄ h
m
i [deg℄ N

0
=N
0

z

zz
1 157:0 - 160:5 159:7 0:983  0:199 0:030 0:007 0:031
2 160:5 - 162:5 161:7 0:977  0:145 0:015  0:049 0:016
(b) dp ! (np)p
Spetator
Table 7.8: Results of the t of equation 7.2 to the two-dimensional asymmetry plots for the
seleted (a) pp and (b) np-quasi elasti events (p
Tel
> 160MeV=).
Taking the ross-setions for both reations into aount, at these angles the pp ross-
setion is about a fator of two higher than the np ross-setion, about 32% of the
events seleted with the pp ut atually arise from np-quasi elasti. This is already
qualitatively seen from gure 7.7(b). For the seleted np events the simulation shows
2% bakground from dp ! (pp)n
Spetator
.
Figure 7.9() displays that the diretion of the spetator neutron in the pp ase is
going bakwards with respet to the beam. In the spetator model this means that the
beam proton is going into forward diretion, whih leads to a shift in the enter of mass
energy. Figures 7.10(a) and (b) show the enter of mass energies for both seletions
alulated with equation 1.7. The enter of mass energy in the pp ase is roughly
10MeV higher than in the np ase due to the dierent momentum distributions of the
spetator partile.
With the separated data the analyzing power A
y
may be determined in the same
way as with the full data sample. The plots in gure 7.11 display the normalized ounts
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Figure 7.11: Counts for pp and np-quasi elasti for the eight available beam polarization states
normalized to the ounts for the unpolarized beam as a funtion of the beam
polarizations p
z
and p
zz
measured by EDDA for the dierent 
m
ranges of the
proton deteted in the telesope. The data points are indiated by irles, the
results of a t of equation 7.2 to the points are shown as planes in the plots and
summarized in table 7.8.
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Figure 7.12: Distribution of the  angle in the enter of mass system for the proton de-
teted in the telesope for the seleted (a) dp ! (pp)n
Spetator
and (b)
dp ! (np)p
Spetator
events.
zone h
m
i [deg℄ hos 
0
i A
y
1 159:6 0:978  0:393 0:051
2 161:7 0:977  0:379 0:018
(a) dp ! (pp)n
Spe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zone h
m
i [deg℄ hos 
0
i A
y
1 159:7 0:981  0:203 0:031
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Table 7.9: Vetor analyzing power A
y
for the seleted (a) pp and (b) np-quasi elasti events
binned into angular ranges of 
m
of the proton deteted in the telesope (p
Tel
>
160MeV=).
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Figure 7.13: Experimental values for the analyzing power A
y
for pp and np-quasi elasti. The
lines in the plot represent the SAID predition for pp and np-elasti sattering.
for the seleted pp and np-quasi elasti events for two angular ranges of the proton
deteted in the telesope. The seleted ranges indiated in gures 7.12(a) and (b)
have been hosen to be the same as in the ombined analysis. A t by equation 7.9 to
the data points yields the asymmetry 
z
and the analyzing power A
y
. A summary of
the obtained t oeÆients is given in table 7.8. The results for A
y
are summarized
in table 7.9 and also shown in gure 7.13.
Although the np reation hannel seem to be identied quite well, the obtained
A
y
does not oinide with the SAID predition whereas in the pp ase, in whih a
strong inuene of the miss-identied np events on the asymmetry is expeted, the
experimental data points are within the errors ompatible with the SAID predition.
However, also here a shift to lower values for A
y
is learly seen in gure 7.13.
Up to this point, this feature has not been fully understood. Further investigations
are therefore required in order to improve the separation of both reation hannels.
Furthermore, the ontribution of the miss-identied bakground on the asymmetry has
to be analyzed in order to fully understand the presented results.
One potential reason for the eet seen in the results is the remaining disagreement
between data and the simulation. As the simulation was used to determine the uts to
separate both reation hannels, it is lear that any disagreement might easily have an
eet on the event seletion. In addition, in the pp elasti ase, the proton in forward
diretion is deteted at the edge of the aeptane of the forward detetion system
where it is known that signiant unertainties in the momentum reonstrution may
appear [72℄.
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Figure 7.14: Possible Target x oordinates as a funtion of the partile momentum for xed
hit positions in the forward wire hambers.
7.4 Reonstrution of a 3D Target Image
Even with only one partile in the traking telesope it is possible, as shown in se-
tion 6.2.1, to reonstrut a two-dimensional target image. To obtain a 3D target
image a seond trak, preferably in a seond or the same traking telesope, is ne-
essary. The following will show the priniple reonstrution method when this seond
trak is in the forward detetion system of ANKE.
A trak in the forward detetion system is desribed by its hits in the forward
multi-wire proportional hambers and the hits in the sintillation ounters. In the
standard momentum reonstrution a partile is traked through the D2 magneti
eld by minimizing the distane of the trak to the hits in the wire hambers with
the origin of the trak being the nominal target point and the free parameters of the
minimization being the three-momentum of the partile (p, 
hor izontal
and 
vertial
.
For the reonstrution of the x oordinate of the vertex on an event by event basis
a fourth minimization parameter whih speies the origin of the trak has to be
introdued. The origin of the trak is a point on the trak of the partile in the
traking telesope but with a variable x oordinate.
Sine the wire hambers of the forward detetion system are loated outside the
eld of the D2 spetrometer magnet the traks desribed by the hits in the hambers
are basially straight lines. Figure 7.14 shows the possible x oordinates of the start
point of the trak versus the partile momentum for xed hit positions in the wire
hambers. The data for this plot have been simulated by sending partiles with dierent
momenta from behind the third forward multi-wire proportional hamber through the
inverted magneti eld of D2 bak to the target region. The plot shows a strong
orrelation between the momentum and the x oordinate of the origin even though
the trak parameters from the analysis point of view are idential (hit positions). This
means that a minimization with all four parameters is not possible.
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Figure 7.15: Distribution of vertex x oordinates after interseting the trak in the traking
telesope with the trak in the forward detetion system.
With the knowledge of the four-momentum of the partile deteted in the traking
telesope and the reation kinematis it is however possible to x the magnitude of the
momentum of the forward-going partile. For the available data the possible reations
are the elasti reations dp ! pd and dd ! dd for whih the momentum of the
partile in the forward detetor an be expressed by
E
m
=
√
m
2
beam
+m
2
target
+ 2  E
beam
m
target
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 E
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(7.11)
in whih p
Fd
is the momentum of the forward-going partile and E
Tel
is the Energy of
the partile deteted in the traking telesope. With the momentum of the forward-
going partile being xed by kinematial onstraints the number of free parameters is
redued to three (x , 
Fd
and 
Fd
) whih allows one to perform the minimization. The
result of the minimization is shown in gure 7.15 whih displays the vertex x oordinate
distribution for the dp! pd elasti sattering.
As shown previously in setion 6.2.1 on page 63, the target extension in y and z
determined by the traking telesope alone is in the order of 6:3mm in y and 6:5mm
in z (both FWHM) with a resolution of approximately 1mm. With the assumption
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that the distribution of vertexes in the x oordinate is in the same order as for y and z
one an onlude that the resolution in x is muh worse and is of the order of 9mm.
With this result it is apparent, that the vertex resolution with just one trak in the
traking telesope is not suÆient to unambiguously distinguish between beam hits on
the atual target gas from hits on the storage ell wall when working with the polarized
internal target at ANKE.
An inreased overage of the target ell by additional traking telesopes and thus
at least two traks in the telesopes will make it possible to overome this problem.
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Chapter 8
Conlusions and Improvements
It had been planned to use two fully equipped telesopes for the measurement of
pn ! d! during a beam-time in August 2003. Due to an inident with a vauum
break, the bond onnetions to one 69m detetor, both 300m detetors and one
Si(Li) were, however, destroyed prior to the measurements whih made the existing
setup useless. Only due to the modular design of the setup it has been possible to
ongure one of the telesopes with the remaining two detetors prior to the next
sheduled beam-time in November 2003. The alignment plots based on the available
data demonstrate the good performane of the traking telesope even though it has
not been used in its optimal onguration.
Nevertheless, there is room for improvements, espeially in the energy measurement
and the read-out performane.
8.1 Energy Calibration
The proedure to obtain the energy alibration for eah individual segment, detetor
side and the whole telesope has been primarily based on the test-pulse alibration with
additional adjustments by tting real data to the expeted values. Due to the absene
of an absolute energy referene, the quality of the alibration an only be given by
the distane between the proton and deuteron bands. For the alibration obtained by
the tting method it was only in the order of 6%. With the used telesope and this
alibration, a proton-deuteron separation of 3:8 ould still be ahieved.
In the future it is therefore desirable to have at least one energy referene point
in order to obtain an absolute alibration with just a test-pulse measurement, that
basially determines the non-linearity of the preamplier, and then saling to that
referene energy. In pratie suh an energy referene point ould be given by irradiating
eah detetor with a mono-energeti -soure with known energy. When working with
an -soure, the dead-layers have to, however, be taken into aount. Moreover, the
proposed proedure will be signiantly faster than the method desribed in this work,
whih would also allow to monitor the stability of the alibration during data taking at
COSY by permanently plaing -soures at the telesopes.
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8.2 Traking
The data presented in this work has solely been taken with a telesope equipped with
just one thin silion and one thik Si(Li) detetor. Even without the intermediate
traking layer it was possible to reonstrut three-dimensional hit position information
from that last detetion layer. Moreover, the kinematis of all reations that have
been used to hek the alignment of the setup ould be reprodued by the analysis.
This shows that the presented trak reonstrution method and the magneti eld
orretions work as expeted. The ahieved angular resolution for the lowest deteted
momenta was in the order of 1:6
Æ
for protons and 2:2
Æ
for deuterons.
With the poor position resolution of the thik detetor, it is evident that the traking
performane an only be improved by an intermediate detetion layer of 300m or
500m thikness with the same pith as the rst detetor. With a total of three
detetors, the trak reonstrution will rely only on the position information of the hits
in the rst two detetors and use the third layer only to hek the validity of the trak
and determine the eÆieny of the telesope. It will then be possible to inrease the
pith of the third layer to about 2mm whih will also improve the error in the energy
loss determination beause the number of segments that ollet the generated harge
is dereased.
8.3 Read-Out Performane
With zero suppression, the time needed to read out on event is in the order of 160s
while it is 360s when the DAQ is running without data redution. These numbers
are for the telesope equipped with two detetors and will inrease for a fully equipped
telesope and one several telesope will beome available for data taking. At the
moment, the slowest other sub-system at ANKE requires approximately 150s to
handle one event. It should therefore be the goal to inrease the read-out performane
of the traking telesope DAQ system or keep it at least at the urrent value of 160s
even when inreasing the number of hannels.
To ahieve this, a dediated read-out system is under development at the Central
Institute for Eletronis (ZEL) of the researh enter whih will be ompatible with
the developed in-vauum front-end eletronis. One unit of this new eletronis will
handle both sides of one detetor by a at-able onnetion to both interfae boards
on the ange. In addition, eah unit will be equipped with two ADC, one for eah
detetor side, and two Xilinx Spartan-II [73℄ eld programmable gate arrays (FPGA)
that replaes the VPG517 ontrol unit of the existing DAQ and allow an individual per
side read-out sequene. Furthermore, the use of the FPGA will give the opportunity
to implement one of the presented ommon-mode orretion methods and the zero
suppression already on hardware level.
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8.4 Time of Flight Measurement
To distinguish between protons and deuterons deteted in the forward detetion system
by the time of ight method the time resolution of 10 ns of the VA32TA2 hip is not
suÆient. At a beam momentum of for instane 3GeV= the time of ight dierene
between protons and deuterons is only 3 ns. Currently a dierent front-end hip with
signiantly better time resolution is under investigation at the IKP that ould be used
as an alternative for the VA32TA. The MATE3 [74℄ front-end hip has been developed
at the CEA Salay and the University of Orsay for the MUST2 [75℄ detetion system.
For the investigation a seond in-vauum front-end board similar to the on developed
for the VA32TA2 hip has been designed. It is ompatible with the existing interfae
board whih allows the integration of the MATE3 hip into the DAQ.
Although the MATE3 hip has also a better energy resolution, it is not a replae-
ment for the VA32TA2 beause it has a signiantly higher threshold. It is planned
to equip one side of the rst two detetion layers (300m and 300=500m) with
the MATE3 hip for good time resolution and the other side with the VA32TA2 for
low trigger thresholds. This way it will be possible to preisely measure the energy
loss, have a low trigger threshold and be able to use the time information from the
silion telesope in ombination with the time information from other ANKE detetion
systems to perform a partile identiation via the time-of-ight method.
The latest results from these investigations look already promising. It ould be
shown that the time resolution is below 1 ns (FWHM) for energy deposits of  1:2MeV
whih results in a time of ight separation of protons and deuterons deteted in the
ANKE forward detetor of approximately 7.
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Chapter 9
Outlook
The results and data presented in this work have shown that the developed detetion
system, onsisting of the telesope itself, the dediated front-end eletronis and the
data aquisition, together with the developed software algorithms are powerful tools
for the future physis program at ANKE.
For a nal hek of the alibration proedure, a beam-time is under preparation at
the Tandem aelerator of the University of Cologne. It is planned to diretly irradiate
one telesope at xed angles with low intensity proton and deuteron beams of well
dened energy provided by the aelerator. Besides the benet of an absolute energy
alibration this method will also allow the measurement of the thiknesses of the dead
layers of eah detetor and a rst determination of the eÆieny.
A rst set of 300m thik detetors has been delivered by Miron and we are wait-
ing for the ordered 69m and 500m detetors. The serial prodution and laboratory
tests of the front-end eletronis for these detetors is under way. The unsuess-
ful beam-time for the measurement of pn ! d! in August of 2003 will be repeated
with two telesopes equipped with these new detetors in the seond half of 2006.
The telesopes will then also ontain most of the proposed improvements. For this
experiment three weeks of beam-time at COSY will be needed.
In 2007, when the nal hek of the front-end and read-out eletronis is om-
pleted, ANKE will be extended with eight traking telesopes plaed around the storage
ell. This will ultimately mark the start of the double polarized proton neutron physis
program at ANKE.
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Appendix A
Alignment Referene Plots
The following is a olletion of alignment referene plots obtained from data taken
during the beam-times in November 2003 with polarized and unpolarized deuteron
beams on proton and deuterium targets. In all ases the same geometrial setup of
the traking telesope has been used.
Eah setion starts with reation independent alignment plots whih are the re-
onstruted target positions versus the trak angles (y
target
vs. , z
target
vs. , y
target
vs.  and z
target
vs. ) and the  -  orrelation. All plots are seleted in suh a way
that the value plotted on the ordinate must be independent on the value drawn on the
absissa. Eah plot also inludes the inlination of the displayed band. Were appliable
the plots are divided in dierent momentum ranges.
For ompleteness eah setion also ontains the alignment plots for the orrespond-
ing elasti reation. In ase of the proton target this is dp ! pd , for the deuteron
target it is dd ! dd . The plots are the dierene between the  angles of both
partiles (), 
Tel
vs. 
Fd
, 
Tel
vs. p
Tel
and 
Fd
vs. p
Tel
. The later two plots
strongly depend on the orretness of the energy alibration.
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Figure A.1:  vs. , y
target
vs.  and z
target
vs.  for protons split into dierent momentum
ranges.
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Figure A.2: y
target
vs.  and z
target
vs.  for protons. Due to the limited range of  angles
it is not meaningful to split the plots in dierent momentum ranges. In ase of
z
target
vs.  also the ut originating from the aeptane of the telesope is visible.
Under no  angle of the deteted proton the full target (in z diretion) is visible.
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Figure A.3: Alignment plots for dp ! pd . The lower two plots strongly depend on the or-
retness of the energy alibration.
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Figure A.4:  vs.  for both protons and deuterons separated in dierent momentum ranges.
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Figure A.5: y
target
vs.  for both protons and deuterons separated in dierent momentum
ranges.
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Figure A.6: z
target
vs.  for both protons and deuterons. For deuterons whih are only deteted
in a very limited  range the plots are not split into dierent momentum ranges.
In all plots the ut due to the limited aeptane is visible.
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Figure A.7: z
target
vs.  for protons and deuterons split into dierent momentum ranges.
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Figure A.8: y
target
vs.  for protons and deuterons.
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Figure A.9: Alignment plots for dd-elasti at 2:40GeV= beam momentum.
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Figure A.10:  vs.  for protons as well as deuterons separated into dierent momentum
ranges.
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Figure A.11: y
target
vs.  for both protons and deuterons and dierent momentum ranges.
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Figure A.12: z
target
vs.  for protons and deuterons. For deuterons the plots are not split into
dierent momentum ranges.
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Figure A.13: z
target
vs.  for protons and deuterons.
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Figure A.14: y
target
vs.  for protons as well as deuterons.
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Figure A.15: Alignment plots for dd-elasti at 2:46GeV= beam momentum.
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